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The yield of cells varied more under constant organic 
loading conditions of hydraulic shock loading than 
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.Since the gawn of huma1;1i ty, . man has· been in search of 
pure water :i:or sustenance ,and. recreation. · Dtb;ing the: early 
days the problem was-solved by moving of settlements rather 
' ' 
· th~n by attempting to purify· the-waters.· availal;>le· at, a :given 
' • .. '. 
·. site. ,A.s · communities became larger· and the quality of 
· a,yailable supplies.· beg.an to deteriorate, treatmel;lt to purify 
the· waters , began. , As industrial' development .. demanded larger 
:· and larger· quantities· of :,ure· waters, and larger quant.i ties 
:of waste waters,were produced, the problem of pollµtion.of 
· the·. acfueous environment was-· aggravated. In, o:rder to protect 
streams: from pollution,. several treatment processes were 
developed.to improve the quality of the wastewaters·before 
. they, were ~ischarged .. into receiving· streams • 
. 4n,-ass·essment,of the Illagnitude of the water ~llution 
,problem must.take into·account the tota.lavailable' supply 
of water·and the· q,uantityof waste waters. In:1954 in,the 
,- USA the withdrawals of stream water· for community and 
.. .industrial·. use. amounted- to a. third of the average annua;I. 
' .. streamflow. . One-fifth of this amount was returned to 




that withdrawals will be four~fifths,. and polluted returns 
·will be 'two-thirds of the·entirestreamflow (1). 
The magnitude of the industrial wastes problem is 
!._.. 
becoming dangerously critical; a seven-fold increase is 
expected in the 9uantity of industrial wastes protjuced by 
the end of this.century. These wastes as well as domestic 
wastes will have to be treated to avoid water pollution. 
The treatment of waste waters has usually been con-
sidered to be, for the most part, a non-productive expen-
diture.in the economy of the community or the industry, 
and the most inexpensive measures·are usually employed. 
In the stabilization of ~he putrescible organic matter, 
biological treatm~nt is µsed more than,any·other method 
developed thus far. The activated sludge process, devel-
oped over half a century.· ago,. has· become. one of the prime 
processes inpiological treatment. During the last two 
decades, "completely mixed" aeration chambers·have.come 
into vogue and have attracted the attention.of many 
research.workers in the water pollution control field. 
Introduction of ·1ndustrial wastes may cause r'shock 
loading" problems.in.a complete mixing plant.treating 
·domestic sewage.and the study of shock·loads in relation 
to system response.is of paramount importance in·eval-
uating economical and lJioehemical feasibility of coml;>ined 
.treatment of wastes of varying character. 
B. Objectives of this ReS(larch 
During·recent years, shock loads ,involving a change 
3 
in.the quality or quantity of the organic matter in the 
. waste .have been the subject of study in the· bioenvironmental 
.engineering.laboratories at Oklahoma State University, 
· Sti.llwijter, Oklahoma. In order that the understanding of 
the basic patterns of response may be.complete, investiga-
tion of shock loads involving changes in flow rate, pH.and 
.temperature.seemed warranted~ Such changes·in the external 
environment would appear to be as important as·changes· in 
quantity and chemical nature of the carbon source. Tran-
.. sient ·.st.ate response in complete· mixing systems· cannot· be 
kinetically defined in the absence of quantitative data. 
Even though attemptshave·been made by some workers to 
· define transient state kinetics, they have not completely 
delineated the biological response mechanisms·that operate 
during the application·of a shock.load. The present 
-studies·were designed to gain an.insight into transient 
response of a completely mixed activated sludge system 
under such ch:anges·in.external environment as flow rate 
· (dilution rate), pH and temperature. 
The shock loads under· investigation include a change in 
.flow.rate· (hydraulic shock) with constant influent organic 
concentration.and.with constant daily organic loading, 
.changes· in pH toward the acidic and alkaline ranges-with 
.. 0 one pass'' flow-through and under -conditions of cell recycle 
to the- reactor, and increases·and decreases·in.temperature. 
'The parameters examined before and during·the resultant 
transient response include chemical oxygen demand (COD); 
4 
biological solids concent:eation; protein, carbohydrate, 
ribonucleic· acid .. (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic·. acid {DNA) 
content of the sludge; carbon, nitrogen,. and hydrogen con-
tent of the biologic~l solids; assessment of the metabolic 
intermediates released during the transient state;· and 
observations of any gross changes in microbial predominance. 
CHAPTER. II 
REVIEW .·OF LITERATURE 
A. Historical Development of the Activated-Sludge Process 
The· a~tivated sludge process, developed over fifty 
years ago, has been 1;>rimarily used for treatment of domes-
tic wastes. In tha past, the aeration tank has been 
designed essentially asa plug_flowreactor. ·Aeration 
· solids concentrations in the reactor were usually. maintain-
· ed. at 2000-3000 mg/1 and low loading rates (35 lbs/1000 cu 
ft) were employed. In attempts to reduce operating costs 
of the conventional ]'.>':.rocess, several modifiea tions. have 
been devised. During the last two decades, the process-has 
been employed ei tber for combined or sepa:i:·a te t.r·ea tment of 
industrial. wastes. 
- The conventional activated sludge process has· several 
'-. 
limitations as listed by Sawyer· (2): 
1. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) loadings-are 
·limited to 35 lbs/1000 cu ft of aeration volume. 
2. There is a high initial oxygen qemand. 
3. There is a-tendency for bulking of sludge. 
4. The process does. -not produce an intermediate 
quality of effluent. 
\_, 
5. Recirculation.is high for high BOD wastes. 
5 
6 
6. , Suspended solids· load on the 'f;Lnal secJimentation 
· ta:r:ik is higb. 
7. Oxygen or air requirements ,are· high. 
Busch and Kalinske (3) have· c.i ted ideal conditions for 
·Optimum. activity in the a.ctivated sludge process; these are 
·listed below: 
1. · Provision of a young.flocculent sludge in the log-
arithmic stage of growth·: 
2. Maintenance.of log~growth by controlled~wastage of 
sludge. 
3. Continuous· loading of the organisms.· 
4. · Elimination of inaerobic 1cbnditions at. any point 
in the oxi<:lative treatment. 
Over the years, various modifications of the conven-
tio31al process .have been developed. in an· attempt to provide 
'• I 
better purification or reduce-costs. These:include"tapered 
.. aeration,. step· aeration, bio ... sorption, the Kraus process, 
complete ,mixing and extended :a.era tion · or total oxidation. 
These developments· are the outcome.· of operational research 
· in prototype reactors · and pilot plants·· as well as in lab-
oratory units. The demand .for treatment of industrial 
.wastes also.played a major part in the development of 
improved processes. Or~anic l0adings·as h:tgh as 400 lbs,of 
BOD per·lOOO cu ft of aerator volume per day could be suc-
cessfullyhandled through modified processes of :flow and 
aeration (4) • 
. Step ae·:ration. was developed by Gould (5) at the Tall-
7 
man Island plant in New York City_. The process consisted. of 
applying the waste stream in.split fractions along the 
length of the aeration.tank.. Theprocess:was aimed.at a 
uniformity in oxygen demand as· the waste flows·through the 
tank. The advantages claimed. f.or the process include. higher 
allowable BOD loadings,.shorter detention·times, and good 
· settling CQ.aracteristics ·. of the .sludge. However, it is 
doubtful .whether this jtocess can successfully.respond to 
shock loads of the type under investigation.in this·study. 
In contrast to step aeration,.a process in,which the 
oxygen supply is tapered along the length of the aeration 
tank· (conforming approximately: to the course of consumption 
.of the carbon·source iri a conventional.plug.flow· system) is 
kn0wn. as ''tapered" aeration. The m~jor difference between 
this pl:'ocess and· vistep 11 aeration is that the control is 
effected.on.the air supply_ in the former, and the waste.feed 
_in the latter. This ~rocess may be suitably altered to pro-
vide.a better response to shock loads in which the point of 
maximum. oxygen uptake i.s shi;fted .. dow:nstream ·. along the acti-
vated sludge tank. Tapered aeration:was·first conceived.by 
Kessler, lf,ohlich, and Smart (6). 
· Studies conducted by Setter (7) revealed . that to j:fr·o-
duce an intermediate quality effluent, a modified aeration 
.process·employing low concentrations of mixed liquor·sus-
pended.solids (300.;..600 mg/1) and a.short aeration.time 
(1.5-2 hours) co-uld be practised. This process is operated 
. at apJ)roximately_ the same range of solids concentration 
8 
employed in the studies reported.in this.dissertaion. (Ho:w-
ever, there are other· differ.ences, e.g., complete mixing, 
sludge age, and detention time). 
Kraus (8) deveJ,.oped a system of operation generally 
known. as the .Kr·aus · process for permitting high BOD loa_gj.ngs -,.-.,_,,, 
and improving sludge settling properties. The process 
.. employs a ni.trificati.on tank in which part of the return 
'sludge is aerated with.a mixture of digester supernatant 
and digested sludge. The;re i.s some doubt as to whether the 
process is capable of treating quantitative· (organic) shock 
·loads,. since the active .mass of micro-organisms in the 
return sludge is riot likely to be more than ina normal 
activated sludge. However, provision of a\._secondary aera-
tion tank.may prevent the development of a)laerobic condi-
tions in the return sludge. 
The pio-sorption process emp+oyed the "adsorptive" 
properties of the activated sludge and was developed by 
Ulrich and Smith (9). In this process,. activated sludge~ 
well-conditioned by reaeration, is brought into contact 
with the raw waste water under intense aeration.for a period 
of tll'.1irty minutes. The rapid removal o:f waste BOD is often 
attributed to the phenomenon of apsorption, which may be 
.applicable to colloidal matter but.is of questionable val-
~dity for dissolved organic solids, especially in the Jight 
of the findings of Gaudy andEngelbrecht.(10), who have 
reported that the process is biochemical in nature as 
regards soluble organic materials. 
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The high rate activated sludge process was developed 
to treat high.organic·loading;s at high mixed liquor sus-
·pended solids.levels (4,000-10,000 mg/1) and low detention 
.times (1~2 hours) in the aerator. Pasveer (11) found in his 
· laboratory studies that it 'Was possible to accompl'ish com-
plete.nitrificationat BOD loadings of 112 lbs per· 1000 cu 
. ft per clay and BOD removals of 93 pler cEolnt could be achiev-
ed at loadings as high ~s 3750 lbs per day per 1000 cu ft. 
However, practical development of the process resulted only 
·after the perfecting of high cap~city aeration.devices. 
Extended aeration systems were developed to provi,de a 
'eek:· 
treatment which could minimize the sludge disposal problem 
and obviate the need for anaerobic sludge digestion. High 
detention times (24 hours) in the aerator are employed and 
the process is used primarily for small installations aper-
ated.without extensive laboratory control. Due to increased 
aeration periods, the effluent is highly nitrified. 
Although the previously listed modifications may repL. 
resent im.provemen'ts. on the originally concei.ved convention-
al activated sludge process,. they·were, for the most part, 
designed to operate as plug flow reactors and they did not 
in g.~neral provide intimate mixing of the waste with· the 
micro--organisms in all parts of the aeration.tank. During 
the past two decades, the geometric design of aeration tanks 
has been gradually changing to one which fosters complete 
and rapid mixing of the incoming \'\iastes with. the mixed 
liquor in the tank. According to McKinney (12), the com-
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plete mixing aeration unit acts as a surge tank to level out 
wide fluctuations in organic load. The use of the entire 
· mass of the activated sludge to stabilize the organic matter 
allows. better utilization. of the air supplied. 
Tenney, et al. (13) state that the complete mixing 
activated sludge process can operate successfully with high 
waste loadings and fairly young cells. 
Preventing short-circuiting of flow from inlet to out-
let is very important in the establishment.of complete mix-
ing conditions. This can usually be achieved by efficient 
mixing devices. In this connection, intense aeration serves 
the dual' purpose of ~~oviding air for biological oxidation 
and agitation for rapid and complete·mixing. 
Completely mi.xed systems have been used for treatment 
of various types of organic wastes from industries. The 
following examples show the varied range· and wide· applica 0-
tion of this type of design in the treatment of trade 
effluents. 
Petroleum wastes were treated.in bench scale units by 
·Coe (14)o He indicated that treatment efficiencies of 90-
95 per cent could be obtained at organic loadings of 140 lbs 
per·lOOO cu ft per day. 
Taylor (15) employed a uniformly mixed aerator to treat 
wastes from.the manufacture of orlon. Thewaste·was·suc-
cessfully,treated at BOD loadings of 0.4 lbs per lb of 
mixed liquor susjended solids per day. The system was 
exposed to pH values of 4.5-10.5 without seriously upsetting 
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treatment efficiency. 
Hoover and Porges· (16) studied treatment of dairy 
, wastes in. a ·completely-mixed system •. They observed. that .50 
per centof the waste vvas oxidized and 45-48 percent was 
·assimilated. 
Quirk, et a1 •. (17), using laboratory batch activated 
sludge units, found that board-mill wastes could be·suc-
cessfully treated by the activated.sludge process. 
Industrial wastes treated by activated sludge.units 
-are discussed more fully in following sections reviewing 
the effects of changes in dilµtion.rate, pH,.and tempera-
ture on contihuous flow reactois • 
. From the foregoing review, it is evident that, until 
recently, there has been very little direct information 
available:0n theresponse-of complete-mixing systems to 
shock loads. Gaudy (18), in his study of qualitative-shock 
loads, observed that.successful response deppnded on the 
availability of a readily available-nitrogen source-and on 
. culture-age. He also observed that acclimation.to one sub-
·strate may confer acclimation to another substrate. 
Komolri t (19) studied. the ~ffect of qualitative shock 
·· loading, using. continuous flow completely· mixed bench scale 
units and found that the ability to respond.to such a shock 
load was dependent on dilution rate, biological solids con-
centration,· sludge activity, and availability of nitrogen 
in the waste water. 
J{rishnan (20) investigated the biochemical effects of 
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quantitative shock loads ·using a continuous flowunit.with 
and Without cell recycle. He found that· successfu~ponse 
· depended on the dilution rate~ avaiiability of adequate 
· nitrogen in the waste. and i:;olids recycle. He a·lso found 
that acetic·acid was released.as a metabolic intermediate 
: in' s·ystems · without cell recycle and at high·· dilution: rates. 
· The succeeding portions of the li.terature review. are 
devoted to·work bearing on. the effects of changes in dilu-
tion.rate, fH and temperature. on the operation. of fluidized 
:. micro.bial cultures since. these are the· parameters. studied. in 
the ~resent investigation. 
\. 
B. · Effect of-'Dilution Rate and Loading on. the.Performance 
-of Continl).ous Cultures 
Since. the concept of complete· mixing. in activated 
sludge is an. idea borrowed· from microb'iology, it seems 
apparent that.a review of literature pertaining to contin-
J 
uous culture of pu~e and mixed populations should provide 
:useful information.· From the theory of complete.mixing, 
it is well established .. that under·steady state conditions 
the logarithmic growth-rate of the culture is determined by 
.(and equal to) .the dilution rate of the system. Hence a 
review of the.effect of dilution.rate on· metabolic response 
is included in this section. 
The dependence·of cellular composition.on.the growth 
.rate.or dilution rate has·been.investigated by research 
workers ·usirig pure cultures. The l!lain. interest has centered 
around cha·nges of the RNA_ and l>NA. content of the cells. 
. • ', ,_ .. ::_;~·:!.:·~ . :.:-
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Both constituents are vital to microbial growth; it is known 
that the- RNA content can vary widely, but the DNA content is 
fairly constant. 
Herbert (21, 22) stressed the relationship between. RNA 
and DNA content and the specific growth rate-of the system. 
He showed that the RNA content in.creased 'with.the dilution 
rate during continuous cultivation of Aerobacter aerogen.es, 
whereas the DNA decreased somewhat. He found in similar 
experiments with Staphylococcus aureus that the RN! content 
appeared to be a linear function of the growth rate, whereas 
with Bacillus megaterium, a plot of the RNA ;content versus 
\.. 
dilution rate was not· linear. Also, the proteih percentage 
·was found to decrease with dilution rate. 
Jeener (23) studied synthesis of RNA and protein in 
continuous cultivation, with a strain of Polytomella caeca. 
He observed. that the RNA to protein ratio varied with the 
dilution rate, which did not agree with the assumption.that 
the protein content of the cell was a function of its RNA 
content. 
Schaechter, Maaloe, and Kjeldgaard (24), using con-
tinuous cultures of Salmonella typhimurium, found that the 
amount of RNA and DNA can be expressed as an exponential 
function.of specific growth rate. It was further indicated 
that the amount of protein synthe$ized per cell per unit of 
I 
time. was. approximately proportional to the RNA content of 
the cells for a wide range of specific growth rates. There 
was a rapid buildup of cell mass and RNA following a rapid 
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increase in growth rate. 
Neidhart and Magasanik (2.5) examined. the formation of 
p'rotein, · RNA and D:NA using two strains of 'Aerobacter ~-
genes and confirmed the finding that there is a rapid 
in.crease.in lf,NA synthesis during·a transition. tendin.g to 
increase growth rate. 
Holme (26) studied glycogen synthesis in'Escherichia 
coli under nitrogen-limiting conditions at various dilution 
rates and found that glycogen synthesis increased.with 
decreasing dilution rates and was not limited by nitrogen 
limitation.in the reactor. 
Wright and Lockhart· (27) grew· Escherichia coli in con-
tinuous ·.culture in a. defined_ medium at various dilution 
rates with either carbon or nitrogen as the rate limiting 
substrate. Average cell s~ze.and the cellular content of 
RNA, ,protein and free amino.acids varied.with both growth 
rate and the nature of the limiting nutrient, being greater 
· at higher growth rates and greater for ni.trogen ... limi ted 
than. for carl:Jon·--limi ted cultures. 
The effect of dilution rate and loading on the per-
formance,of mixed cultures and activated·sludge.has been 
'Q.nder investigation for some time. Cassel 2 Sqlzer and 
Lamb (28} found that. in a· microbial mixed. culture, diliµ~~ 
tion.rate is a strong selective,agent and that different 
.species predominate at different dilution rates. This 
point is of considerable importance,in the establishment 
of kinetic relationships· and ailalysis of biochemical 
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changes occurring during growth. Their conclusions were 
based.on observation of eo.anges in pigmentation, changes in 
color of.the mixed. liquor, and changes·in number of proto-
.. · zoa found in the mixed. liqupr. 
Genetelli and Heukelekian (29), working~ith activated 
sludge concluded that; even at the same sludge: loading ratio 
variations in dilution rate, solids concentration:and 
applied BOD cause different responses by activ~ted sludge. 
They observed in addition that.at any particular· sludge 
loading ratio, sludge yield.increased.as the detention time 
.··decreased. 
Hopwood and Downing (30),noted in continuous flow 
.. exp~riments that ivsludge growth index" (weight of sludge 
:formed per unit weight of BOD a~plied) decreasedprogres-
. sively, from O. 9 at a detention time of 2 hours to O .. 38 at 
a.detention,time.of 36-hours. 
Tenney,.et al. (13) found that ina system of complete 
·mixingactivatedslud~e.at a solids retention time of 0.25 
days·. (solids retention: time·= total weight of solids. in a 
. biological system/total weight. of solids·. leaving the sys-
tem/uni t time), and volumetric organic loacUngs from. 60 to 
1690 lbs· COD per day p~r· 1000 cu ft, the fate of the input 
COD wasas·follows: 12 per cent in the effluent, 42 per 
' \ 
· centlost (probably oxidized), and 46 percent converted to 
solids. 
-Ramanathan. ·(31) working on. the kinetics of. completely 
mixed activated sludge, observed that the physiological 
growth parameters (maximum growth rate ik· and. saturation 
lmi,,x 
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constant k8) obtained from batch experiments using seed from 
a continuous flow unit are dependent on the qilution:rate at 
which the cells:were growing before being used in the batch 
. growth ·.studies. 
Komolrit (19) studied substrate interactions under ·shock 
loading conditions at various dilution rates. He concluded 
.. that the hydraulic· loac:li.ng rate. indirectly controls the man-
ifestation· of substrate inhibition by controlling the growth 
of biological solids in the system. 
Krishnan· (20)· observed that during quantitative shock 
loading conditions, the release of volatile acids in.a glu-
c~se fed system was dependent on.the dilution rate as well 
as the biological solids concentration in the aerator. 
The foregoing review attests to the importance.of 
dilution rate in determining the metabolic response in. a 
.· completely mixed system. However, there have been some 
studies pertaiJQing to hydraulic transients in· a completely 
mixed system which have even more bearing on the current 
.investigation. The complexity of the mathematical problems 
encountered in seeking kinetic expression.for the unsteady 
state has been discussed-by Reiner·and Spiegelman (32). 
Mason and Piret (33) using the Laplace.transformation, 
. developed general equations which could be used.to describe 
.a wide.variety of transient conditions in continuous 
stirred tank reactor systems. These were claimed to be 
.applicable to a variety of conditions involving reactors ,in 
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which first.order reactions·are being carried out • 
. Leudeking and Pi:i;"et. (34) developed steady state and 
transient equations tor continuous flow. fe:r;imentation proc-
·esses. They found tbat experimental measurements of con-
tinuous. lactic acid fermentations conducted at controlled 
. pH• levels agreed with the equation$ they deve.loped for 
transient and $teady states. 
Storer· .(35) studied. the' kinetic properties of natural 
populations in a chemostatduring transient conditions 
imposed by a change in the influent organic co.pcentration .. 
He concluded· that the Monod equation is not· valid during 
the trari.si~nt-state. · He also noted. the existence of a 
· ugrowth.-rate hysteresis" phenomenon during the transient 
. state; as was postulated by Perret (36) .. 
· C. · Effect. of ;pH_.on· M;iq:ro ... org~n~sms, a~d Contihuous Cultures 
"-· - . -··- ,· . . . 
• The effect of pH. on mic):'obial cultures · has been the 
subject of research with pure cultures for a very long time. 
A brief review of thepertin~nt aspects which may be help-
. ful in the ax~alysis of the findings· and data presented in 
this dissertaion is included. hetein. 
Gale and Epps (37) studied the effect .. of pH on. induc-
ib1e.enzymes in Esch~r:ich:ia.<::()li. Certain amino acid 
deaminases.· showed optimum.activity· in the alkaline· range of 
pH. On.the other hand, am;ino acid deca;rboxylases.which 
cause the p:r;'oduction·of. amines·resulting in a raising of pH 
toward neutrality were found only in acid media. The amino 
acid deaminases produce carboxylic·acids tending to lower 
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the pH of the medium toward.neutrality. These.workers con-
eluded that bacteria react to a change in their external 
envirol)ment in such a way that the resultant change.is 
minimized. 
Jordan and Jacobs (38) investigated the performance.of 
Bacterium coli under acid conditions and constant food 
-- l 
.supply in a semi-continuous up.it (continuous inflow of feed 
·with no outflow, but culture volume was·maintained constant 
by evaporation). Under these conditions, they observed 
that the cells functioned more efficiently·at lower pH than 
higher pH as regards growth rate, viability, and food stor-
age. This behavior is in striking contrast to the findings 
. of Gale and Epps (37) 1 who reported that many of the enzymes 
of Bacterium coli are sensitive to acid conditions. 
The findings of Jordan and Jacobs (38) are in partial 
agreement with those of Joseph and Shay (39), who investi-
gated the viability of ~scherichia coli in acid mine waters. 
They found that some reduction·. in numbers occurred, but the 
tolerance to acid conditions was significant. The rate of 
reduction.of viable count was rather rapid, but a small 
number survived the 24-hour testing period even at pH 2.0. 
Gibson (40) observed that in the rumen of the sheep, 
. protozoa we:ce killed and gram positive organisms increased 
when the diet was changed.from hay to grain causing a·low-
ering of p,H. 
\. 
Golomzik·and Ivanov (41) adapted.cultures·of Thio-
bacillus ferro-oxidans to increased iron and H+ concentra-
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tions by successive.re-inoculations intq liquid media with 
gradually increasing concentrations of tbese ions. 
Pirt and Callow (42) studied the influence of pH on 
. the morphology of Pen:icillium chrysogenum in submerged cul-
tures. During steady state growth at a pH approximately 7, 
. I 
:aberrant morphology was noted and pellicle formation was 
dependent upon pH •. At pH 6, a normal .filamentous growth. 
was obtained. These investigators·suggested that the resis-
tance of the cell walls of the hyphae decreased with an 
increase in pH from 6.0 to 7.4. 
Brookes.and Sikyta (43) conducted studies using con-
tinuous cultures of Neisseria gonorrhoeae at pH values vary-
i.ng from 6.4 to 7.2. At pH values·above or below 6.8, there 
was a marked decrease in cell concentrat:ton when the dilu-
tion rate fell outside the range 0.20-0.25 per hour. 
Cseri (44) studied the effect of pH on some of the 
wood-rotting fungi, e.g., Stereum purpureum, Trametes 
· ve:rsicolor and Phellirms igniarius; the optimum pH for ---· --' -------
growth in soy..:.extract glucose medium varied with the fungal 
species. · With the lowering of pH, the cell concentration 
of T:r•ametes versicolor and Phellinus igniarius decreased 
gradually. 
The chemical composition of cells has been observed to 
be dependent on .. the extracellular pH of the medium in which 
they are grown, asevide~ced by the citations·from the lit-
erature included below. Conner, Go~dberg, and Kornacker 
· (45) observed that accumulation of orthophosphate by 
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Tetrahymena pyriformis varied with the pH of the medium in 
---.,..~..-.....-- -··- . ~ ... 
which the cells were grown:1 the maximum concentration of 
orthophosphate occurring at a pH of 6.5. They reasoned 
that the mechanism concerned with orthophosphate entry into 
the cells involved specific sites in the cellular membrane 
which are sensitive to hydrogen ions. 
Slytel'.', Bryant and Wolin (46) investigated the morpho-
logical and biochemical changes occurring. in a continuous 
culture of rumen micro-organisms. Among other things, they 
found that the DNA concentrations (weight per unit volume 
of reactor liquid) decreased with decreasing pH. Also, pro-
tozoa were present in low concentratipns during periods of 
acid pH values, a finding which is in agreement with that 
of Gibson (40). At pH 5i all strains of bacteria present 
were nonmotile·and rod ..... shaped, and only 65 per cent were 
gram negative. 
'The uptake of metallic i.ons by microbial cells depends 
on the extracellular pH as shown by the following refer-
ences. Conway and Beary· (4'7) found that the uptake of Mg++ 
by yeast cells was dependent on pH and the strongest inhi-
M ++ f . .H+ " bi tor of g u.i;.r10ake was ion. 
Armstrong and Rothstein (48) working on the udiscrimi-
nationH :in uptake between alkali metal ions by yeast, 
noticed that the pH of the medium markedly influenced the 
·+ + 
ability of yeast cells to discriminate between K and Na~ 
+ .K uptake bei.ng favored to a greater degree at low pH. 
They also studied the kinetics of uptake of these ions with 
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respect to pH. Between pH.6 .ands, H+ had no effect; below 
·pH· 4, H+ · competi tj.vely ,-inhibited the· transport of each ion. 
+ Between pH 4 and 6,. H acted primarily-as·a noncompetitive 
inhibitor. 
In addition to the foregoing effects, more than-any-
thing else, pH affects the enzymatic reactions of any living 
cell. Some· observations made by· research workers are given 
below. 
, According to·Leitner·and Cohen (49), the penicillinase 
activity of Staphylococcus'aureus strain 55~c-l increased 
as the pH of the medium dropped from 6.0 to 4.7. Their 
evidence indicated that the cQanges in e~zymic·activity were 
a function of the. rate of formation of the enzyme. 
The·earlier·findings-of Gale and Epps (37),.quoted 
elsewh~re, described clearly the role of pH in determining 
the-activity of amino acid deaminase and decarboxylase in 
bacteria. 
The release of metabolic intermediates and/or end 
products is dependent upon the·pH of the medium. 
Grechusbkina (50) observed that the fermentation. products of 
Lactobacteriunrpentoaceticum were highly dependent on pH. 
When pH was maintained at about 5.0, after 72 hours of fer-
mentation, the product ratio lactic acid to alcohol was 3:2, 
whereas the ratio observed at pH 7.0 was 2:1. Under strong-
ly acid conditions, the ratio at 46 hours of fermentation 
was 1:2. He-argued that the predominant accumulation of 
alcohol in strongly acid conditions should be regarded as 
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the means by which the ahove bacterium reacted against high 
acidity of the medium. This is in agreement·with the mech-
anism of alteration of pH by Escherichia coli discussed 
formerly by Gale and Epps (37). 
Kozlova.and Sapozhnikova (51) examined the growth of 
Pseudo:tnonas fluorescens · and . Pseudomonas deni trif icans. The 
growth of these·species on sugars·was·accompanied by the 
production of acids such as lactic, gluconic, and succinic, 
and these formations were highly pH-dependent. In the case 
of Pseudomoh1.as- fluorescens, according to these investiga-
tors, ;glucose consumption resulted in the formation of 
lactic aci.d and accumulation of bacterial cells. 
Nakata (52) grew cultures of Bacillus cereus strain T 
in buffered and unbuffered glucose-yeast extract-mineral 
salts medium. He found that acetic acid and lactic acid 
were the chief end products of growth in buffered media. 
More than twice the amount of these acids accumulated in 
the buffered medium than was found in the unbuffered medium. 
In the latter cultures, pyruvic acid rather than lactic 
acid was found together·with acetate. · Some acetoin was also 
found. He also noticed that all of these intermediates or 
end products were rapidly utilized once sporul•tion began. 
Poly-p ... hydroxy butyricacid accumulation in the cells dur-
ing initial stages of sporulation was seen to be pH-
dependento 
There is very little information in the literature 
regarding the·effect of changes in environmental pH upon 
endogenous respiration. Dawes and Ribbons (53) stated in 
their review article that alteration of environmental pH 
did not affect the endogenous respiration of Pseudomonas 




V Having presented a brief review of studies made using 
pure cultures, it seems pertinent to examine investigations 
made on the effects of pH in the area of waste water treat-
ment. 
Baly (54), as early as 1931 considered the part played 
by pH in the treatment of sewage by the acti.vated sludge 
process. He discussed t.he electrical charges on sewage 
colloids with respect to the isoelectric point (pH approx-
imately 6.5) of sewage, but failed to describe, the effects 
of pH on removal of dissolved matter in sewage. 
lngols and Heukelekian (55) enu.mer1:tted the compounds 
causing buffering action in sewage. They attributed the 
buffering action in sewage to the presence of ammonium 
bicarbonate, fatty acids (soaps), phosphate, humic acids, 
uric acid, amino acids, peptones, and peptides. The reasoil3 
for loss of buffer effects in activated sludge were listed 
as (1) loss of carbon dioxide by aeration, (2) oxidation of 
organic acids, (3) conversion of ammonia to nitrates> (4) 
production of more free carbon dioxide with concomitant 
removal of ammonium ions. 
Ruchhoft, Kachmar, and Moore (56) investigated the 
oxidation of glucose by activated sludge at pH values from 
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3.9 to 11.5 with periods of aeration varying from 30 minutes 
to 22.5 hours. Glucose removal was practically nil outside 
the pH range 3.9-9.6. In a study of the growth requirements 
of Sphaerotilus natans, Ruchhoft and Kachmar (57) observed 
that thi.s fi.Iamentous organism was more sensitive to pH 
than activated sludge itself, and its·optimum pH range was 
6.0-9 .• 0. 
Butterfield (58) studied the pH requirements of a 
11zooglea-formi:n.g" bacterium isolated in pure culture from 
activated sludge. Even though it grew over a pH range of 
,i 
5.6-8.5, the optimum seemed to be 7.0--7.40 
Woolridge and Standfast (59) examined the oxygen 
uptake of sewage--activated sludge mixtures at pH values 
ranging from 4.0-10.0 using Barcroft differential mano-
meters. They found that most rapid oxidation occurred 
between pH 6.0 and 9oO, with the optimum at 7.3. 
Levine and Soppeland (60) studied the proteolytic 
·activity of different organisms isolated from activated 
sludge, using gelatin and milk proteins as carbon sources. 
I 
They· obseit\r~d that proteolysis was optimum in the· pH range 
700-7.5. 
Keefer and Meisel (61) conducted some·studies on the 
effect of pH on the activated sludge process. The best 
performance, as judged by "oxygen consumed test," was at 
pH 7.0-7.5. efficienc almost as good at 
~PH values 6.0-9.0, which was in agreement with the findings 
'- ·--·--·~----~--------··-------.:-.._ 
of Woolridge and Stand;fast (59). Keefer and Meisel also 
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noticed that the raising or lowering of the pH on either 
·side of neutrality greatly reduced the sludge-settling 
index. 
Changes in pH cause microbial predomitlance changes in 
activated sludge. Cooke, Moore, and Kabler (62) studi.ed · 
BOD exerted by some fungi, and observed that 
110xygen,.1,depleting capacity of fungi used in this 
work·equ,al or exceed those of B. aerogenes and 
other bacteria in pure culture-at pH 7.2. Fungus 
activity in pure culture increased as the reaction 
of the medium became more.acid, and decreased as 
it became.more basic. 0 
Molds in general were more tolerant to low pH. The strains 
of ±ungi tested (Fusarium, Geotrichum, and Penicillium) 
were able to compete successfully with other· micro-
organisms for dissolved organic matter and oxygen. 
Rogers and Wilson (63) observed that reduction in 
microbial population of sewage and river water o~curred 
rapidly in the pH range 4.5-3.5. In acid pH, the predom-
inating species were mostly gram negative organisms and 
yeasts. 
Jones (64) in his study of biodegradability noticed 
that the growth rate of bacteria at pH 7.0 was five to ten 
times higher than that of fungi at the·same pH;. while at 
pH 2.0 the bacteria either died off or formed.spores, 
whereas fungi could still grow. This result indicates 
that severe·shifts in pH could cause severe changes in 
microbial predominance in mixed systems. 
Treatment of ind11strial wastes has·been practised over 
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wide ranges of pH. Some observations from the literature 
are given below. Heukelekian and Gellman (65) studied bio-
chemical oxidation of various trade effluents at different 
pH values. In board mill whitewater, the oxygen uptake 
rate was not affected within a range of pH values from 6-8. 
At pH 5 and 9, the oxygen uptake was retarded. The oxygen 
uptake was satisfactory in the pH range 6-9 for rope cook 
liquor. Antibiotic wastes were purified better at acid 
than at alkaline pH values. Spent broth could be oxidized 
successfully in the pH range 5-9; the same was true of 
slaughterhouse waste. 
Atkins and Sproul (66) have stated that potato waste 
could be treated by a complete mixing activated sludge sys-
tem without pH adjustment of the influent. The biological 
solids level in the afJrator was held at 4000 mg/1, and the 
detention time employed was 6-8 hours. 
From the foregoing review on the studies of pH, it is 
seen that no systematic effort has been made to delineate 
the biochemical changes incidental to pH shock loads in a 
complete mixing system. 
D. Effect of Temperature on Microorganisms and Continuous 
Cultures 
Of all the physical agents that influence the life and 
activities of micro-organisms, temperature stands out as a 
prime factor due to its control over the rate of chemical 
reactions. No other aspect has received more attention in 
the study of the biochemistry of micro-organisms. 
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'I'he · effect of temperature on intracellular matter has 
been studied by Evreinova, et al. (67). They found that an 
increase of the growth temperature of the fungus Aspergillus 
fumiga tus from 25 to 56C was accompani.ed by a decrease in 
the amount of nucleic acids and by a change in the nucleo-
tide composition of RNA. However·, the composition of DNA 
remained constant. 
Evreinova, et al.· (68) investigated the intracellular 
effects of temperature on thermophil;ic and mesophilic 
strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 'l'hey found that an 
increase in temperature was·accompanied by reductions of 
20.5 per cent in the nucleic acid content,. 25 per cent in 
the protein content, and 43 per cent in cell weight. 
Marr and Ingraham (69) found that there was no direct 
relationship between fatty acid composition and minimal 
growth temperature in· Escher.ichia coli. 
Evreinova, et al. (70) observed that in the myceliUm of 
.Micromonospolra vulgaris cultivated at 56·0c, there· was· a 
decrease in the total content of nucleic acids and some 
diminution in the amount of the guanine-cytosine pairing as 
compared with the mycelium grown at 4!0°G. With a decrease 
in temperature from 56 to 40°C, the RNA level increased and 
a slight change was noted in the nucleotide composition to-
ward an.increase qf the guanine-cytosine pair. Mycelium 
0 0 grown at 56 C contained 55 per cent protein and at 40 c, 
59 per cent. 
The effect of temperature on the cell w~ll composition 
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of some thermoph:i'..lic bacilli was investigated by Forrester 
· and Wicken (71). They grew Bae.illus stearothermophilus and 
B.acillus coagulans ·in· a glucose-salt mediuiq containing 
trypticase-_yeast e~tract-~t 37°C and 55°C. The higher-tem-
perature caui~ed an increase in mucopeptide and decrease in 
· teichoic · acid of. the cell walls·. of both· organisms. . They 
also found th.at the . lipid contentwas higher than the usual 
:value (1-2 per cent) in mesophilic gram positive bacteria. 
·The· growth temperature has been found. to affect the 
· morphological cb,aracteristics of several micro:_organi·slllS. 
Terry, et.al .. (72) found that the vegetativ.e cells-of 
Clost_ridium acidiurici were· straight rods 2. 5 · to 4 ~ O microns 
in length, when grown at temperatures up to 42°C. When 
grown at 43°C, the cells·showed a definite tendency to 
elongate, and at 44°C, filaments often exceeding 500 microns 
in length were formed. Only an occasional cross wall was 
apparent in the heat-induced long for.ms, but as the_tempeF-
·ature was lowered, they formed cross walls·readily and 
frag-mented into single ·Short cells. The filaments grown at 
44°c we;re gram ~egative, whereas cells grown at 37°C were 
gram positive~ They·suggested that the rapid transition 
from filaments to single cells upon lowering the tempera-
o . ture froiµ. 44 to 37 C was·a phenotypic response rather than 
a mutation. 
Changes-in temperature are known to alter growth 
requirements of several micro-organisms. These requirements 
·become progressively numerouswith increased or decreased 
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tempex•a tures. The data i.n Table I taken from Langridge· (73) 
provide~n interesting insight into this phenomenon. 
TABLE I 
NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS AT HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURES 
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. B. Nutrient Requi:rements at Low Temperatures 
Bacillus coagulans 12 36/45 valine 
Bacillus tryptose and 
Stearothermophilus 6 strains 37/55 basamine 
* The first temperature is tbat·at which the temperature 
requirement is manifest; the second is that :at which the 
:requirement is not manifesto 
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G:techushklna (74) observed that incubation temperatures 
·lower.than the optimum (37°C) could alter the metabolism of 
the heterofermentative lactic.acid .bacteria Lactobacterium 
pentaoac~:;;icum. Under optimal conditions of acidity and 
aeration, at 43 and 48-50°C, the division of bacteria was 
inhibited, the amount of lactic acid production ·.increased, 
and alcohol decreased. At 48-50°C, it became homofermenta-
tive. At 23 and 3o0 c, cell division was stimulated, lactic 
acid decreased, an.d alcoh,ol increased. 
One of the recent findings, which has not been properly 
explained, is the interaction between structure and viscos-
ity of water and biological activity. Water in the liquid 
phase has been shown to undergo changes in structure and 
0 viscosity. at temperatures of 15, 30, 45, and 60 C. These 
points of discontinuity have been shown to-affect physio-
logical processes in the growth of micro-organisms. Davey, 
. et .al. (75) studied four bacteria, Pseudomonas fragi, 
Streptococcus faecalis, Bacillus·coagulans, and Bacillus 
stear-othermophi.lu.s strain 1518.,...smooth, at temperatures of 
. 5-20°c, 20-4o0 c, 35-'55°C, and 50-,70°C, respectively. In all 
cases, growth was suppressed . at or near the temperatures 
which caused a change in the structure and viscosity of 
water, suggesting a strong interaction between the struc-
ture and viscosity of water and biological activity. 
The effect of a rapid change in temperature on differ-
ent types of cultures deserves further consideration, since 
it is: related to the studies undertaken, in the present 
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:cesearch. Gorril and McNeil (76) noticed that young active-
o ly dividing cultures of Pseudomonas.pyocyanea at 37 C were 
killed when diluted into cold liquids at less than 1s0 c. 
The cold shock was more effective on young than on old 
cultures, and when the diluent was distilled water. Under 
·similar conditions, .. Staphylococcus :aureus was resistant to 
cold :shock. 
Ng, et al. (77) ·studied the effect of transient temper-
atures on growth rate .. They subjected exponentially grow-
jng cultures of Escherichia coliML30 to rapid changes of 
temperatu:te. If the change in temperature was made within 
. the range .of temperatures .in which the.temperature char-
acteristic* r was a constant' exponential growth resumed 
immediately. But if the shifts were made to or from a 
temperature below the range of constant r, , the ini ti.al 
growth rate :was intermediate between the rates normal for 
the initial and final temperatures. They reasoned that 
g:eowth at low temperature altered or damaged the cell in a 
way that reduced the growth rate •. They also found that 
glucose could not repress the induction of f3 -galactosidase 
at these low temper·atures, and therefore de-repression 
might be the damage that resulted f-rom growth at these low 
. temperatures. 
* f' lag k = 2 _303 RT+ c, where 
k = specific growth rate 
p,= temperature characteristic 
R - gas constant 
T ·- absolute temperature 
C = constant 
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Strang.e and Dark • (78) found that the lethal effect of 
. cold shock on Aer.ob.ac.fer· a·e·r·o·g·<3·nes· ·suspensions depended on 
-
the time of exposure to low temperatures, the growth phase, 
the conc.entration of the bacteria., and the diluent. They 
found that·the:presence of certain substances like·amino 
' acids, .adenosine triphospha te (ATP) , nucleic ac;i.d cons1f~ t-
uents, sucrose, and · Mg++ .in the cold di·Juent afforded '.Pro-
tection against lethal effects. 
Strange and:Shon ·(79) ,investigated the effects of 
thermal s-tress on the viability and ijNA ci:>ntent of 
1\erobacter -aerogenes. They.found that the death rate of 
0 washed aqueous suspe·nsions ·of the organism a:t 47 C depended 
on the ·nature of the growth medium, the·compositionof the 
liquid used to wash and re-suspend tbe bac.teria, the bac.;. 
terial growth phase, the .bacterial concentratipns .in. the 
heated suspensions, the pH value, the oxygen tension, and 
the composition of the diluent in·which the bacteria :were 
:heated. They also found. that. starvation· increased the 
thermal resistance. The above conditions ·.which·. accelerated 
the death rate of bacteri~ also inc;reased the rate of 
~eg'radatfon of endogenous RNA. 
T)sing .:yeasts, Shaw (80) bas investigated and confirmed 
the general f.indings ·pertaining to growth rates in relation 
t:o the temperature characteristic described previously. by 
-Ng, et al •. (77}, who.·stuc;Ued· Esche.richia coli. 
Having made a review.of recent developments pertaining 
to temperature effects for various pure cultures, it is 
... ~ielb..-_.____ . ·--·--~---·· 
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expedient to note the developments which have been reported 
in_ the waste treatment field. Sawyer· and Nichols (8-1) 
observed that oxygen utiliz~tion by activated sludge was 
_ dependent on temperature, and previous.acclimation to a 
selected temperature had no effect _on .the relationship • 
. Sawyer ·(82) conducted a series of laboratory experiments to 
determine.the effect of temperature and the concentration 
of biological solids on the-efficiency of activated sludge.· 
He obtained almost identical BOD removals under all con-
-di tions, e:x;cept _at low solids levels and at a te'!Jlperature 
,of 10°c. Jn contrast .w;i th Sawyer's conclusions, -Bloodgood 
(83) stated that ''temperature of the sewage definitely plays 
an important part in determining the capacity of an acti-
vated sludge plant. 11 His investigations included plant 
studies at Indianapolis,_ In,diana, from 1935 to 1939. 
Ruchhoft and Kachmar (57) studied the.effect of tem-
perature on the growth of Sphaerotjlus_ and found that the 
organism exhibited a narrower range of optimum temperature 
than activated sludge. 
Got~as· (84) concluded that at 3o0 c and above, there 
may be considerable nitrification taking place during the 
,apparent first stage .of BOD exertion. He · also noticed that 
__ the -lag period_ .increa,sed with low temperatures. 
Gehm .(85) repo.rted that at a detention time of 4 hours 
and solids concentration of 3000 mg/1, activated sludge 
pilot plants could be operated successfully at temperatures 
as high as 52°c, ~nd no difficulty was experienced in main-.,. 
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t•i~ing ·aerobic coqditions. . . . 
. Lu.dzack, et a.I. (86) , conducted an exhau.stive study ,·of 
the effects ·of temperature on the performance of ac:tivated 
. sludge. 'rhe acti.vity: of the pred3: to·rs ;at 30°C (rotifers,, 
nema.todes,, stalked ciliates) ,was· hig·her than: at s0 c 
·(flagellates, stalked ci1i tes, . and free--swimming. ciliates). 
They found that an accliml:l,tion period of two weeks was 
. ·required when· a change in temperature .was effected. Solids 
:production was. higher at .low temperature. At low -temper-
ature, the-nitrogen requirements were lower and.sludge was 
not easily ~locculated. Their observation:that,Sphaerotilus 
had ::a better competitive position ·at· s0 c is in apparent cJis.-
agreement with that of Rucnhoft. and Kachmar · (57)., who stated 
that the organism was more sensitive than activated sludge 
to low temperatures. 
A few of the ·stucUes on the ,effect pf temp·erature· on 
the treatment of industrial wastes is·given below. Amberg 
and ·Rudolphs ·. (87) · have concluded that successful treatment 
of whitewater·and. whitewater concentrates (board-mill 
wastes) is possible in bot.h the mesophilic (30-40°C) , and 
thermophilic (5o°C) range .of temperature. 
Dougherty and .. McNary (88) conducted studies :on ,the 
effects of elevated temperatures on.the .aeration of citrus 
-wast.es.. Temperatures as high as 36°C did not .have any 
dam.aging ·effects on the syste:m~ A rapid r,ise in tempera-
ture of 4or s0 c caused temporary disruptio11;, but the 
system. recovered ;in due cours.e provided t-he temperature did 
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. ··O not change a,ny .further. . An .increase from 36 to 43 C caus·ed 
reduction i.n the n:umber and act:ivi ty of ~rotozoa. 0 At .46 C::, 
purification efficiency was retarded and the-experiment was 
term:i,na te,d. 
Hurwitz, .et al. (89) s_tudied the degradation·of cellu-
lose :by .·activated sludge. . They ·concluded that temperature 
,ex;erted- a definitive -influence. ·o At 12-13 c, only 6.7 per 
-cent of the cellulose wa,s degraded i~ 72 hotirsi whereas.at 
0 23 C, 87 per cent was degraoed. According to this report, 
degradation of cellulose appears to be highly tempe:rature-
dependent. 
From .the foregoing review of lite:rat:ure in the :fields 
:of microbiology and pollution control enginee.ring it is 
noted that studies h_ave not .been undert.al{_en -in any great 
·depth, .which shed light on :the biochemical changes conse-
quent to the imposition of transient conditions ·Which 
•. involve .a change in cJilution rate, . pH_, or temperature. It 
is felt t;hat the.advisability of employing .·combined treat-
ment of sewage -and industrial wa~:tes, or of various combi-
na,tionsof industrial wastes·can be decided upon more 
in,telligently in any ·ind:,i.vidual case if the bas.ic biochem-
ical events ·consequent to the· changes br-ou.ght about. by tll.is 
pr.actice :are delinea1tecl. The delineat-ion of these ·effects 
can be ··accomplished in the· laboratory u.sing bench scale 
.rea~tors ·and analytical techniques usually employed:in -the 
· fields .of biochemistry ,and microbiology as fell as those 
com~o~ly e~ployed ';in, the pol.lution· control field. It is to 
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th:is· ai.m. t.ha t t.l:lis · resear:ch. pertaining :to the effects.· of 




·A. Theory.of Shock Loads 
The functional design of activated sludge systems has 
been based primarily on data collected from sludges accli-
mated to a single waste and to various conditiohs :of oper-
ation, Le., pH, temperature 1 and flow rate (detention time). 
However, sometimes for economic reaisorrs, different wastes 
may have to be treated in the same reactor, .and this will 
require accumulation of data regarding transient as well as 
steady state parameters, especially when the waste.streams 
are not coincident with respect to their peak flows .and 
physical and cb;emical characteristics. When treatment 
plants were designed primarily for purification of domestic 
wastes, the major type of "shock load" that was envisaged 
was an increase in the organic or BOD loading. However, 
there are several different types of waste stream changes 
which can be classified as shock loads. In a broad sense, 
any rapid or abrupt change in the physical or chemical 
environment in. a biological system may be cl,assified as a 
system shock or shock load. 
The major types ·Of shock loads which may impair plant 
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efficiency are described below: 
l. Quantitative· shock .. loaQ: This type· of shock l0ad-
· 1ng involves generally an increase (or sometimes decrease) 
in t;he concentration,of the biologically degradable .organic 
matter or BOD in ,the influent. This type of shock load 
occvrs in ,all t:reatment plants whether -or not they treat one 
or multiple types :of wastei:i. 
2. · Quali.ta.tive shock load: This type of shock load-
ing involves ·a change in the chemical structure of the-sub-
st'.r.a,te, i.e,.,. a change in the ·structural configuration of 
the carbon :Source. This concept of·a shock load was origin-
ally described by Gaµdy-(18). He theorized that-~ success-
ful response to such .a shock load dep~nded upon chang·es in 
,predominance, shifts t.o different metabolic pathways, and 
the induction of necessary enzymes. 
3. Hydraulic shock load: This involves a change_.in 
the rate of flow of the influent waste stream which causes 
. Jl change in detention· time in :the- aerator. This type of 
shock load may or may not be-accompanied .by a concurrent 
change of organic matter in the influent. Thus :a hydraulic 
shock load may frequently.be accompanied by a quantitative 
-shock load and the system response may be.adversely 
affected. The occurrence of a .hydraulic shock load·• is 
incidental to variations in waste flow caused by hourly 
variations of ·water usage 2 both domestic and industrial, 
and is of considerable importance·where combined.sewers ,are 
in use. 
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4. pH shock load: As the name implies, this type of 
shock load involves. a change in the pH of. the incoming 
waste. . In many cases these changes '!Jlay be the result of 
admission of industrial wastes which·are acidic or alkaline 
in nature. This. type of shock load may be more important 
from a biochemical point of view than all the sho~k loads 
discussed thus far, because. almost all micro:.:...org;anisms ;and 
I 
enzymatic :reactions a:re highly ·pH-depende'nt. 
5. Temperature shock load: This type of shock load 
may be caused by a r,apid change in the temperature .of the 
influent waste stream. or reactor. Admission of cooling 
\Vaters from industries may result in. such a condition. As 
with pHj this is another type of shock load which·can 
ady•ersely affect .the metabolic· activities of micro-organisms 
in the reactor. 
6. Toxic shock load: This type of shock loaging 
involves an influx of wastes which contain certain toxic 
components; e,.g., heavy metals which disrupt the established 
metabolic reactions in·the activated sludge. 
B. lle:sponse of Act.ivated Sludge to Shock L.oads 
In general, response to any ·shock load will depend 
upon.the new environment resulting froiq the change-as well 
as the immediate past history of. the system. If the change 
results in an adverse environment, the biochemical activ-
ities of the activated sludge may be d~creased. Als.o, the 
floccu:Lation and settling characteristics of the sludge may 
be affected. · A successful response will depend upon ,seweral 
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factors which may include the follo•ing: 
.1. The severity and/or the rapidity of the shock load. 
2~ The detention time in the reactor. 
3. The physiological characteristics of the sludge 3 
e.g., sludge age. 
4. The sludge concentration in the aerator. 
5. The oxygen tension in the aerator. 
6. The predominating microbial populations .in the 
sludge and the number of different species present 1 :i.e., 
the degree of heterogeneity. 
Completely mixed activated sludge systems may be 
defined simply as continuous cultures of mixed populations. 
Excluding the situation caused by transient conditions, 
they operate in a dynamic steady state, continuously con-
verting the reactants (organic matter) into products (cells 
and metabolic products), but never reaching equilibrium. 
Upon the application of a transient, i,.e., one or more of 
the previously enumerated shock loads, several control 
mechanisms are set in motion, .so that the population adjusts 
to the environment. Even though the studies conducted' in 
this research are concerned more with the effects of shock 
loads·on the sludge and substrate removal efficiency/than 
with the basic control mechanisms (cellular), a discussion 
of the mechanistic aspects is of considerable value since 
this information may help in analysis of the observed 
responses. 
From a mechanistic point of view, the response.of mixed 
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pqpulations to an environmental change maybe classified as 
\ 
either intracellular or intercellular. The former includes 
changes in the types, concentration and activity of the 
enzymes~. the rate of chemical reactions, and the biochemical 
components. in the cells,. wherea1=> the latter involves a com-
petitive effort between the different species present in 
the biological population making up the.activated sludge .. 
. stated.in .another way, the.intracellular ·response involves 
.biochemical acclimation of all or a po~tion:of. the,popula-
tion 3 whereas·the intercellular response involves.adapta-
tion of the pop\i.llation, resulting. in a natural selection of 
the. organisms bes.t suited for the new environment. 
Int:racellular response may. be the· resultant .of. two 
·separate responses, i .•. e .. 3 a respon.se controlled by enzyme 
synthesis or·repression of synthesis., and a response·due 
to an effect on .the activity level of the enzymes existing 
in the·systetn. Both modes of response can lead to.changes 
·in the efficiency of the micro-organisms and in the case of 
·a successful response, can permit more·rapid growth. 
Bacteria~growing at different rates .have different levels 
of intracellular constituents, i.e., protein, carbohydrates, 
lipids, .. RNA, .and DNA. Since·hydraulic dilution rate con-
trols bacterial growth rate in a completely mixed contin-
uous flow reactor, the application .of a hydraulic shock 
load tends to induce a parallel change in the growth :rate 
of micro-org;anisms. However, the·organisms may require a 
.period of adjustment before they reach the new steady state 
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. ,gr0:wth rate. . This, may· be accompanied ... by ,rp~rallel changes: in 
the int:vacellular·constituents, .e.g., RNi\. 
Perret (36) in his d.iscussion of a· new kinetic .model 
for growing·:bact:eria, bas:·postulated ·the existence of· a 
. F>henom~non he termed "growth rate hysteresis" ,with .resli)ect 
·· to transient condit~ons of nut~ien.t concentrati.(?:n. Accor.d-
'ing t:o h.is :theory, the· specific gr,owth rate· at ·an. increasing 
transient of nutrient concentration,will .be ·1ower· than the 
· c0rre~pon9ing value for.· ~teaety s.tate condi tipns .• Similarly, 
for· decrea~ing nut~ient cori.c~ntratiion:, the ·value of the . . . . \ . . . ·. 
,growth .·rate .will· be: higher· than that ·produced by the· existing 
substrate concentration,· ~ven though.he·did not consider-the 
effects ·Of: a change in dilution· rate, . it is :pe>ssible .tJ:;tat. a 
similar ·phenomenon ,may occur during· .hydraulic . shock. loads 
which cause.an increase .or·decrease in· the dilution·rate. 
A_ccording· to Hewitt (90) 1 . the· response .. of a · bacterial 
cell to changes in envi1:ion..ment3;l pH 'Jnay.·be,· "colllpens~tory, 
adaptive, or· pe:Fmanen~." ·Jn :compensatory changes,. the 
··behavior ·of the· cell returns to -the or:iginal pattern :imm~-
cJiat.eiy ·the pH is changed b~ck,to its f:ormer value. The 
,com~ensatory mechani.sm may be· operative for· very small 
changes :in p~ _bf the mec;Uum., .. and brings· about an :iJJ.crea,se .in 
1 • • ' 
,the level of enzymes '.which .release into· the medium_ -:an·· inter-
. meqiate or· end product :tending to bring the· pH. back to its 
;original value. This mechanism h,as '.been desci:,ibed: in detail 
b:y- ,Gale .and Epps (37) ._ The second mechanistµ. :of res1>0:qse ,of 
bacteria exposed to ;3. cha-nge in, pH ~f t.he ·.environment may. be 
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the formation: of ·adaptive.or inducible enzymes which·may 
persist in the cell for a time after the original conditions 
are :restorede Mechanisms involvi.ng adaptation of enzymes 
\. 
have been discussed fully in "Adaptation in:Micro--organistris" 
(91). Severe changes in pH may result in death of the bac-
terial celL 
In the previous.chapter it was mentioned' th11.t a change 
in temperature could cause a requiremeq.t fctr·a specific 
· substance in order to stimulate growth • .According to 
Lan.g'ri.dge (73), . the possible causes for p.igh temperature 
growth requirements include: 
1. Availability of gases (e.g., carbon .:dioxide, 
,oxygeq): Carbon dioxide in solution is required for growth 
of. many. micr.o-organis1ms. . For example1 Borek and Waelsch 
(92) have· shown that in Lactobacillus arabino.sus, pb,enyla-
line and tyrosine were .necessary for growth at 37°C but not 
at 26()C, :a:q.d that aspartic acid became · an ;essential nutrient 
at 39°C. They found that .if co2 tension:was increased, 
these amino acids were not required at higher temperatures. 
They argued that co2 may be involved in:the synthesis of 
these amino acids. Now it is known that co2 is required in 
the conversion of pyruvate to oxalo-acetate which is 
involved in the synthesis of. a.sitartate. 
The solubility .of oxygen will also be affected, and it 
.is possible that at high. temperatures oxygen tension may 
limit mic~o~ial activity. 
2. ,,Accelerated breakdown of cell components: It is 
i'' 
:possible that at elevated temperatures .the breakdown of 
\ 
intracellular matter may be faster than its synthesis. 
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3. Occurrence of r·a te iml::>alance including a decrease 
in the coordination of interrelated syntheses, the onset of 
variotis types of inhibition, and an increase in the velocity 
of des.tructive as opposed to synthetic reactipns. 
4. Nonformation of induciple enzymes. 
5. Reve:l'.'sible an,d irreversible heat inactivation of 
enzymes. 
In hiS.revi.ew article,. Langridge has substantiated 
·these theories by citing examples from.the literature. 
The·effect .of low.tempe11atures may involve a consider-
ation of activation energies and hydrogen bonding of the 
enzyme systems (93). However, these·theories have not been 
, substantiated by adequate proof and do not warrant discus-
sion. 
The above theories ,on ·. intracellular response are not 
intended to be tested with the·results .of these investiga-
tions on shock.loads. However, they.were presented so that 
they maybe helpful in .the discussion of the biochemical 
changes which-occur ·as ·a result of shock loading. 
The intercellular,mechanisms cause ecological changes 
in heterogeneous systems such as act.iva ted .. sludge, and may 
be the cause for cllanges·in predominating species during 
hyd!'laulic, pH, or temperature shock loading conditions. 
According t;o Brock (94), it is possible to distingtiish 
three main groups of organisms in an ecosrstem. 
··· 1. Do.minants, . i.e. , those possessing the greatest 
activity.in the·system, and thus :b;aving a controlling 
· inf'luence .on : the grouping :of other ol'g·an.:i,sms. 
2. Associates, i.e., those which.are depeq_dent for 
· their development on the activiti'es -of group 1 1 and 
.. 3. In.cidentals, i. e, those -which· are :more or· less 
. indi:f'fere,nt .to the actions of groups 1 and2 and wb.ich.in 
turn· have no influence on ;othe'rs. 
l_n general, . in. :a highly non-selective environment, 
e.g., municipal· sewage Gontain,ing many carbon sources, 
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nu111erous s.peci~s may·be·e:x;pected to g:vow.and Q.o one specie 
will attain a.high degree .of.predo~iqance. 4lso, it may be 
expected that an equili.brium between i a large number of 
· species· wou,ld e:xist~ However, shock ·loading conditions may 
·impose-a selective pressure,on, .the .enviroqment in which 
many species :will not .be able t-o grow,.and the most suc-
·cessful competitor(s) ,will predominate •. In :a<;ldition, shock 
loading coJQ.d:itions may. ·result in: the formation: of ne\\' com-
pounds, i.e., .metabolic intermediates ,and/<?r end products 
I 
produced by:one group ,of organisms which may become the 
·substrate -for· another group, and thµs· .may affect the rela:-
tive·predominance of eachgroup. In the·experimental 
res~arch. accomplished. for this dissertation, an attempt was ·· 
. -made . to ,observe gross cbanges .in microbial :predominance- in 
response to shock loag_s adm,i tted to each system, -by.t. no 
·.attempt :w~s ID,ade to identify· the· species. 
CHAPTER IV 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Exp·erimental Apparatus 
The e-x;perimental appa·ratus (pilot reactor) used in the 
studies is show~ in Figul:'e 1. The aeration vessel was made 
of "Pyrex glass (net detention volume 2. 4 liters) • ~ was 
supplied through fritted glass diffusers at a rate of 5000 
cc/min. The reactors were maintained at a ~temperatul:'e of 
25 ± 0.5°C except during temperature shock loading exper1-
ments. Temperature control was prov1ded by a Precision 
'·Lo/Temptrol" unit wh1ch was connected to the water bath in 
which the reactors were suspended. The detention time was 
controlled by vary1ng the rate of in.flow of the synthet1c 
waste. The pump and motor unit employed for pum~ing the 
waste was manufactured by Milton Roy Company (Model 4-c-48 ... 
R). Suction and delivery lines were made of tygon t':.lbing 
with glass junctions. Except for exl\.eriments in which re-
circulation of biological solids was. employed, the· mixed 
liquor was wasted direct from the aerator. The settling 
cones made of ~yrex glass were used to collect the sludge 
f'or recirculation to the aerator. Recycle sludge was 
obtained by drawing off settled sludge and diluting it to 
the desired concentration. Sludge for recirculation was 
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I· AIR SUPPLY· 7·. EFFLUENT COLLECTION 
2· .ROTAMETER· 8· FEED RESERVOIR 
:,. REACTOR· · 9· MOTOR 
4· Cc».IST· tEMP· WATER BATH 10· PUMPS 
5· FEED LINE 11 · SLUDGE DRAW OFF 
6·· SETTLING TANK 12· EFFLUENT l..lNE 
. . 
Figure 1 - Schematic representation of the 
experimental unit. 
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· d;rawn off front. the· settling .tank <every twelve· hours and· was 
placed .iJ.1. :a batch> a~ra.tion vessel from ·wnich. it was pumped 
b,ack to the· aerator~· A.Sigmamotor·pump (Model 'f-8) was u.sed 
. for pUmpintt the, sludge .back to the aeration :vesael. 
The·reactor was tested· for complete mixing by· filling 
it w;i~h dist;illed V?ater ,· and. then :pumping_ in a,:s9lution: of 
methyl red of.· known co:ncentration and. measuring the- niethyl 
red.concentration of the effluent at various.time intervals;. 
A ·plot of. the· concentration ;versus ,time followed the. theo-
retical ~xpre13sion :x· = x (1-e{'i.;J?t) where . 0. ,, 
. x concent:r.atio~ in.the reactor or effluent:at any 
time t · . 
•· x0 - concentration, in the. influent, . and 
D - dilution rate, 
thus :ehsuring·the,reqµir~ment of complete lllixing in.the 
: ·reactor • 
B •. -Composition of Synthetic··Wastes 
Synthetic -waste e,mploying ca.rboJ:iydrate · (glucose) : as 
I 
,the- car:o~n· source was ,used in all experiment~.· 'rhe compo-
.. si tion, of t.he. waste· (except .under· pH ·:sq.ock loading con-
ditions,, for which the ph.osphate compounds· were· varied) was 
:as ·follows: glucose - lOOO- .mg/1.; (NH4)2s.o4 ,- 500 mg/1, 
MgS~4·7~ilj .;.· ioo mg/l,CaCl2·2~0 - 7.5 mg/1,· ~nS04•H20-
. 10 mg/1 FeCl ·. • 6H...:·O - 0 5 mg/1 . KH PO - 527 ·· mg/1 · K_fil>O · -' .·3 -"'2 • . '·2 4-...... ,~~ 4 
·1070 mg/1, tap ,water.- 100 ml/1,. aµd distilled. water to 
Volume •. This w:aste <was designed to make the carbon.:.source 
the· li¢ting llUtrient. · 
·C •. Development.of the~System :j.n Steady State,Prior·to 
· Aqm;i.nistering the:, Shock ·Loae:ls 
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. F.l.ach exp·erim~nt. was : initiated .by· ·seegin.g the· synthe1;ic 
.·waste (2 liters); with sewage· ·(20 ml) from the primary clar- lj?J. 
ifier- of the-sewage treatmer,1t·pl-an.t, Stillwater, OkJ,ahoma. 
The· System w,as. aeJ?ated under· .batch conditions :f:or -a period 
·. of, 24;;...48 n.ours · to develop, sufficient :micro'l:>ial growth. The 
s:ystem was. :then . fed wi'th · synthetic .waste by conti:nuous 
'. pumping ;-from ;a- f·eed .reservoir. 'fhe feeqing· v,fa~.: Cb)1ctinued 
:, for· a period of 3:-5 d~ys,· during which steady state coq.-
ditions: were· ·establi,shed prior to the initiation ,of. any 
I, 
;S.h,oek loagin,g. . Steady state c.on.di tions were :checked by 
period.ic ·measurement. of the: optioal densii ty of mixec:;I : liquor 
iSamples-, fFom the reactor :1. using a s(ectrophotometer. In 
reci~culation· .exp:erimen:ts · the'. period fo;r · de:velopment of 
steady state varied from 2;..3 weeks. 
) 
D. . Shock Loading J?rocedures 
-After·ha:ving ensured _the·developm~nt.of steady state 
-comditio'ns in the reactor, . shock -.loa~ing procedures were 
.· initiated~ 
. 1. . Hydrau).ic Shock Loads 
In ,the ·.hyd:r-a1:Jlic ·shock loading experiments, two 
·. Sp~c;ific co~di tions were studied. In, the· first set ,of 
•· experiments the -cond~tions· studied were termed. ;'as ·shock 
:··loads with '~constan,t orgarl.i.c concentra,.tioll,." 'In ·this -t;ype 
of e"x;perimen.t the .glueojSe • concentra,.tion, in: the· feec,l was 
·. mainta.ined • co,n.stant (1000 · :mg/1) at all times, . and .. the flow 
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rate {defention time) was varied either up or down, from 
that which would yield an eight-hour detention time. It 
can be·seen that under conditions ·of constant concentration 
, of carbon ,source .. in. the, inflow, the.· daily organic · lo.ading 
either. increased or decreased in proportion to the.increase 
·or.decrease in flow rate. 
J.n other experiments ter.med ''constant :organic·. loadingvi 
experiments, an increase or decrease in flow.rate was com-
pensated for by a cor];"esponding decrease· or increase ,in·the 
~rnnce.ntratJon ,of· the glucose in the· feed, so that the . daily 
orga:nic loa~Ung was constant. For example, if the flow .:rate 
·was doubl~d,.the glucose concentration ,in the iiifluent.~as 
halved. 
In this type;of experiments, as w~ll as for the 
· 11c.onstaQt concentratio'nv; studies, the· steady state flow 
rate ·maintained before ·applying any .·shock load was one which 
provided an eight..-hour detention time in the aerator, i.e., 
.tbe eight-hour detention time was·used as abase value for 
flow. rate. Selection· of this detention time provided a 
base·• upon :which the· various shock loads could be compared. 
Any base flow could have been chosen, but .. the eight-hour 
detention,time is one µsuallyemployed.for the· standard 
activated sludge process, and.it-seemed desirable to obtain 
large ·all).ounts of data for steady $tate.at.this, detention 
time. 
2. . . pH Shock- Loads 
In pH·shock. loading experiments, the ·ratio of the phos-
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phoirus · compounds was varied, but a: COI>/P ·ratio of 3 .,4/1 was 
maintained at all times. The following table shows the 
a.mount .of the phosphorus compounds used, and the· pH values 
of the feed solution :.for the· various experiments during 
sbock:loading conditions. 
'TABLE II 
COMPOSITION OF PHOSPHATE BUFFERS ·FOR .pH'.SH;OCK LOADS 
























. pH. of f.e.eid 
solutiop* 









* .10. ml of .·buffer ·stock solutioh were u.sed. per liter of feed 
• solution. 
Values of. pH ·higher than tl,J.ose_ given in the table 
.- '.lr'esulted in precipitation of· salts .from. the,. feed, and• hence 
were not employed for shock loading studies.· All studies 
:on-pH shock loading were conducted at a flow rate Which 
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· yielded an eight-hou:r icletention time. in the aerator. In 
recircula.tion·experiments, the rate of sludge recycling was 
maintained at 33 l/3per cent .of the rate of flow of the 
·• synthetic ••ste into the aerator. 
3. Temperature Shock Loads 
The temperature shock loading experiments were con-
ducted within a r.ange, of 8-57.5°C. llowever, all exp~ri-
me1qts had a base or steady state reactor temperature of 25CC 
prior to the initiation of the·shock loading conditions • 
. All experiments were run without sludge recycling, and were 
conducted at four·-hour and eight-hour reactor. detention 
•times. . The cha.n.ge in temperature during shock loading con-
diti.ons was effected by changipg the temperature of the 
water bath in which the rea_cto:rs were suspended. 
E. Experimental Protocol 
During. all experiments,. periodic samples were collected 
beth .before ·and. after the shock load was administered. · The 
· pH of the sample·· was measured using. a 11 Beckman Zeromatic" 
pH meter, and the optical density was determined using.a 
Bausch and Lomb Spectronic. 20 spectrophotometer. The 
·samples were centrifuged .in a Servall Superspeed Angle Cen-
trifuge (type SS-1) at a rotor speed of 12,000 rpm (18,400 
relative centrifugal force) for a period of thirty minutes. 
The solids were filtered through a Millipore .filter (HA, 
o.45pd, and the .filtrate was collected for refrigerated 
storage prior to analysis. Where the bio],ogicalsolids 
were to be determined, the tared.· membrane filter was . dried 
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at 103°C for two hours, cooled.in a desiccator for one hour, 
I 
and weighed. For determination of intracellular matter by I 
biochemical methods, the·wet solids were scraped from the 
filter and re-suspended in a known volume,of distilled 
~ 
water. The re-suspended solids and the filtrate were pre-
served in a freezer prior to analysis. 
The dissolved oxygen in the mixed liquor,of the ·aera-
· tor was measured periodically, using eitherthe·Ja.r;rel-Ash 
or a "Galvanic Cell (Precision Scientific) oxygen analyzer. 
This was done to determine whether the system was subjected 
. to oxygen deficiency. 
F g • Analitica!_!echniques 
The COD of the.filtrate·was·determined according to 
StandardMethods·(95). The carbohydrate content .of the 
,filtrate and the sludge, and the protein content of the 
sludge were measured by the procedures outlined by Gaudy 
(96). 
The procedures for RNA and DNA were as follows: An 
aliquo~of the re~suspended solids was extracted with five 
·.per cent trichloracetic acid for fifteen minutes at 2s0 c. 
This.was done to deplete the cellular·pools, and remove 
other soluble ,materials. , ,After centrifug::ttion,. the pellet 
was· extracted for thirty minutes .. with 2: 1 chlorOform-
methanol mixture at 25°C. .Nucleic acids were removed from 
the residue by boiling for thirty minutes (l00°C) .with five 
·percent trichloracetic acid. 
DNA was determined.by the diphenylamine reaction 
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described by Burton (97). An aliquot .of the hot trichlor-
acetic acid-soluble material was diluted with~an,equal 
volume of l '.N perchloric acid 1 and made up to 2. ml volume 
·with distilled: water. . Four·· ml of diphenylami11e · reagent 
were added •. This reagent consisted of 1. 5 gm of qiphenyla-
mine·dissolved in 100 ml of glacial aceticacid containing 
2 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid and 0.5 ml of a solu-
tion containing 16 mg of acetaldehyde per ml. The·mixture 
· was incubated for twenty· hours at 3.o 0 c. .Absorbancy was 
. meia.sured at. 600Mf using a Bausch· and Lomb Spectronic 20 
spectrophotometer. The-DNA standard.was prepared by·dis-
solvin.g o. 4 mg of commercially-ptepared calf thymus· DNA in 
.1 ml of o.oos-M NaOH. Before use, this solution was diluted 
.with an.equal volume of l·N perchloric acid and heated at 
<O 70 C for fifteen minutes. 
RNA. was.determined by the·orcin0l method cJescribed by 
Morse and Carter (98). An aliquot of the hot trichloracetic 
acid..:..soluble material was made to 2 ml w::i,.th distilled water. 
Five ml of a .solution containing 0.1 gmof anhygrous ferric 
\ 
chloride in 500 ml of concentr•ted hytjroc~loric acid were 
· added. This was followed by 0.3 ml of a solution containing 
2 gm of orcinol. in :20 ml of 95 per cent ethanol. After mix-
ing, the tubes were heated atloo0 c for twenty minutes. 
Volumes were. adjusted to 7 .3. ml with distilled water. 
Absorba:ncy Was. measured at ijOOrnp, using a Bausch and -Lomb 
Spectronic 20; spec.trophotometer. The standard solution 
consisted of 400 f g ·Of RNA. dissolved. in 1 ml of five per 
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cent trichloracetic acid~ 
.. 
Elemental analysis of' sl._11.dge was made using a Model 180 
"Carbon Hydrogen N;itrogen A:nalyze-r" (Hewlett-Packard Co.mpan~ 
Av<>n.dale, Pa.). The analysis is baeed on the conversion of 
the elements carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen in the organic 
matter to gaseous end products (Co2 , N2 , H2o) at tetnpera-
o tures of 700-1,000 c. The catalysts used in the o:X:idation 
process are Ag2o, Mno2 , and cupric oxide. Nitrogen oxides, 
i.f found, wi 11 be reduced to nitrogen by reduced copper in 
the pack;i.ng of the combustion tube. The products of com-
bu.sticn are co.nfined in a closed loop chamber within the 
instrument until r·eaction is complete, and then the indi-
vidual components are injected into a special dual column 
gas chromatograph employing a dual thermal conductivity 
detector. Four peaks: result: ( 1) comb.i ned co2 and N2 , 
(2) ~o, (3) N2., and (4) co2 • Only the last three are used 
in computations. The ~O peak is related to the hydrogen, 
the N2 peak to the n1trogen, and the co2 peak to the carbon 
cor~ter .. t ,of the sample. 
Volatile acids were analyzed by gas-liquid chromatog-
raphy. A Model 8~0 ''Research Chromatograph" (Hewlett-
Packard Company, Avondale, Pa.) was used for this analysis. 
'l'his instrumer..t contains a gas-liquid partition column in 
which·the separation of the components is achieved due to 
their differing :part:,,. tion coe;fficients between the station-
:a.ry (high boiling liquid) phase and a mobile (inert carrier 
'\ 
gas) phase. A small quantity of the sample mixture which 
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is to be·separated is injected into the·carrier gas· stream 
·. through the . i11jection port. of the instrupient. The injected 
:. sam:ple is :then·. immediately swept as a .. slug into the c;olumn. 
'J?b,e individual components of the·· sample move . through the 
· column at e;Jifferent .. velocities., . depending :UP,on: their. parti-
tion coefficients between,the·liquid phase andthe·carrier 
· gas. 
A glass column: with·. 3/16 inch ·.i.nternal d:i;ameter was 
·. u.sed. to contain .the J?acking· materia,l. The column ,was packed 
by. applyi~g :s1:;1.ction at :one end of the glass column- while 
.agmitting the·packing material at.the other enQ. Care·was 
take.n to' see that no ,air ·was trapped along the length of 
the ·packed . material in the column.. - After picking was· com-
:pleted, the· ends· were plugge,d with cotton• to prevent ·:loss 
of t:he,p,acking material. 
The J;)acking material was : 11polypak -2," a polymer which 
. is ,thermally ,•stable u,p to 300°C in :an: oxygen ..... free a tmos-
phere. · The, properties of the. polrmer packing m_a terial are: 
. 2 -2 ,, 
surface area = 3.00 m /gm or 1.20 m /cc, density.,= 0~4 gm/cc,. 
color·= wllite,. mesh size= 80/120. This material is cap-
· able · of cl.ete cting air, car.hon·. monoxide, carb0n ·. dioxide, 
water,. ketones: like acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, vola,tile 
fa tty ;,acids,· aro-ma tic,, and cyclic aliphatic hydrocarl)op~. 
H.elium w·a.s.:used as the carr,ier ,gas with-a flow .. rate .of 
· 14.0 ml/min :a;t 60 psi pressure. . Hydrogen and ~ir were · sup~ 
p1ied a,t ~O p~iand 33 psi, .respectively. Hydrogen flame 
,was employed.in.the detector. The,column.temperature·was 
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maintained at 190°Co The detector. and injection port 
.temperatures were maintained at 230 and 225°C respectively. 
Dual flame· detection was adopted for.· the analysis. The 
sequential elution of the volatile acids is dependent. on 
increasing numbers of carbon atoms. The peak area method 





The experimental data will be presented in three major 
sections dealing with (1) hydraulic, (2) pH, and (3) temper-
~=.i+re shock·. loads. In general, the results of each· experi-
ment· a:t'e presented in :two :figures, the +irst one giving such 
paramete'.rs as biological solids, filtrate C-01>, an throne 
(carpohydrate).COD of the filtrate, cell protein, cell car-
bohyd:cate, pH,. and temperature wherever each is available. 
In a second figure, immediately following, .the percentages 
of protein, carbohydrate, :RNA, DNA, .etc., of the c:J.ry. sludge 
are given. . In ,all figures, . the data to the left of the 
· ve:;,i:'tic:al qotted liYfo indicate the p:Fevailing. steady. state 
conditions prior to the initiation.of the shock. The dotted 
vertical line indicates the time ,at which shock loading was 
•initiated, .and the data tb.the right of the dotted.line show 
the pbst-shock conditions. The units,along the abcissa are 
in b,ours with·the·originat the point of shock. Negative 
· values· of time are used for pre-shock, and positive values 
for post~shock conditions. 
Ae H;ydraulic &hock Loaqs 
I. Constant Influent Org~nic Concentration Conditions 
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··a. : Decre·ase ·:in Di;Lution·.,Ra,te · 
:Figure :2: shows· the ,biochem.ical re~po-nae .. of a ·.syst~m 
when, fts ·.flow rate ,was reduced :to. ,-25 per ,ce.nt· of its· steady 
state va.lue •.. TAis.: caused · .. a ch~nge in detention, ti~e, fr-om 
· ·.eight hourf:3 '.to thirty-two 11.ou:rs anc;I in· dil\ition rate: from 
·A:>.125·hour-l 'to1,;().031 l:lour~1 • ~t--'is' seen it:hat:the biolog-
. ical .soli:ds ·. level f·luctuated widely as· a. result· o·f the 
·· $hock •. There .w·as: .improvement· of ~the: effluent::co»; :al~.o the 
: anthrone · C0D values :were lower. · O~. t:he· ,hole I the· s.ystem 
t;.re.spen.,ded satisfactor;i,ly •. Figure ·.3 shows· the,· RNA. and DNA . . . ' 
. con.tent·: of the· sl1;1dge. There was· a<sma.11 increase in .,the 
.. cijNA: content; the DNA. content: decreased: to i: .. very::·smal.l 
; : . 
.. ex.tent·~ · lt.:was observed .that the application- of th.is· shock 
· load :.caused e,ome ch.anges .in microbi:al predominance· ;i,n the 
>system.<as· ·evidenced by changes in col,or · and by microscop;ic 
obse·rvations • 
. Figure '.4 shows a .slightly m,:l.:J;.der · s.hock;: the--_ diluti.on 
' ' 
', .-1 , · -1 .. 
-~ate ,.was ~hanged from. 0.0.125 hour to· 0.06~ :hour . , .which 
· caused a change in :dete.ntion time· :from .e.ight· t:o .six.t~en 
:hours •. Biologica1·,solids concentration was not ·::affected .. for 
the.first·eighteen:hours; howev.er,,a:fter this·peried:there 
was. a sma~l decrease ,in the: solids· level •. T;b..ere :was·. some 
. increase 'iti. the, f i:t t1,9ate COD: and a,ntll:rone CQD. :There · wa,s 
an· increase. ·ii::tlle te .. ~~l·:,cell .. proteiP,;shortly.:·-after the 
, a~plicatio]1: of the sbock,. and this <iQ.crease .in;:l):rOtein· was 
, at- the :exp'=:nse of cell carbohydrate:. ·· The, s'ludge cqmposi tion 
. ~xpressed: as perce~t~ges ls. ·gi:ven. in- Figure: 5. . There'. was-:an 
\ 
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Figure 3 - Change in slhdge.compositionof a. 
system shock loadeE1 from a dilutiot\ 
rate of 0.125 hour to 0.031 hour· 
(constant concentratio.n). 
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Figure 4 - Response of a~steady state system shock 
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Figure-5 - Changes in sludge composition of a 
system shock loaded from a dilution1 




~yident~in6:rease in:the protein :and dec:rease inithe carbo-
hydrate co:nten.t of the sludge • 
.. Fig"q.re 6 ·shows· the mildest .:shock· (reduction: in flow 
rate) that Vias app<·l.ied. i.e •. a change in.dilution,:rate 
• # . ' .• . \ 
· from·o.12'5 to 0.091 hour-l or -detention time-'from eight. ,:to 
:10.67.hours. There was-·a slight incr-e'ase in·biol<>gical 
.solids, a reversal of the trend established in resppnse-to 
the previous two shock loads.; (~igures ,2 and 4) • 'rhere wa~ 
\. 
,very-little change in the filtrate COB and a1;1.throne COD. 
. ' 
There was· .. some . increase in, the total cell protein :which was 
ffilrallel to the increase in .biological solids concentration'; 
-very little change:was noted with respect to the·tot:al cell 
carbohydrates •. Figure -7 sho,ws the percentage composi t-.ion 
,of· sludge.: during this .experiment. There was a small 
\ 
increase in the percentage.proteill,,· but.no-significant 
change :in the percentage carbohydrate :was_ -noted • 
. b. Inc:re·ase in Dilutiom,Rate 
In,this:·series of exp~ri'm:ents,. the.•shock consisted of 
· an increase in. flow .:rate. Figµre-8.shows the results 
o·bse:rv:ed< When·. the flow rate -was increased by 50 per · cent 
I · · · -1 ;causing a change -,in, clilution. rate from O .·125 to O .188. hour 
or i.n detention_ time from eigbt hours. to 5.3·3 ;l:lours. The 
· ~iological solids ·.fluctuated. around an average'. value~ of 
580·mg/l, .and the changes in :anthrone-CODand COB of the 
filtra·te ,w~re-small. The decrease. in ,tot:a~ cell protein 
:w:as '.Seen to be ,.at the· ~xpe~se- of the cell ca,;rboh.ydrates. 
Figure -9 shows -the -perc~ntages: of :p.;-rotein ,a:11d c;i:rbohyd:rates 
700 
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Figure 6 - Response of a steady state system shock 
loaded £rom a dilution rate of 0.125 
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Figure-8 - Response of a steady state system shock 
load~i from a diluti~r rate of 0.125 
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·Figure·9 - Change in sludge composition of a 
system shock lbaded from a dilution 




in the i;ludge. Since there was essentially iio change i'h 
biolog;ical solids concentration, the percentage composition 
,of protElin and carbohydrate in the sludge followed the same 
trend as the absoltJ.te yalt1,es in .Figure .:8. 
Figure 10: Sl1ows. :the biochemical response of a .system 
which_:was· subjected to a. hydraulic ·overload of 100 per cent, 
i.. e., a change in dilt1.tion rate from. O .125 hour-1 to 0.25 
'--1 hour o:r,in .detention.time.f:vom eight hou,rs to.four hours. 
There was a signi.f icant. increase in biological s.o1ids con-
cent1,ation. due to·. a change in either mic!lobial predominance 
i 
·or yield coefficient. · During_the transient state there was 
some leakage of COD, but the effluent COD concentration 
·retur~d to normal in _approximately eight hours •. However, 
the·anthrone COD did not increase during the transient 
.state; in fact, it decreased slightly, indicating that the 
COD leaving the reactor consisted of· metabolic illterme.diate.s 
which~ere noncarbohydrate in nature. The cell protein 
dec~eased initially, but later returned to a level slightly 
·higher· than the previous .steady state concentration. There 
was some small increase in the cellu,lar ,carbohydr-a'te. 
Figure(ll shows the-sludge composition for·this Elxperiment. 
I 
In general, there ,was· s:ome decrease in·. the percent protein, 
. but the change in carqohydrate level w·as very small~ 
Figure· 12 shows the response when the system was over.-
. I 
loaded bfl50· per cent, by a change in dilution rate from 
0.125 hour-I to 0.313 hour.,.. 1 or in detention time from 
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Figure· 11 - Changes in sludge. composition of a 
system shock loaded from a d~lution 
r'ateof.0.125 hour"""1 to 0 .. 25 hou:ra~I 
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·Figure 12 - Response of a system shock loaded 
from a dilution rate of 0.125 hour- 1 
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to o .313 hour-:1 (constant concentration) o 
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the system was disrupted severely. The solids level dropped 
from approximately, 530 mg/1 prior to the shock to 430 mg/1 
during the transient, and then recovered to 470 mg/I after 
the shock. Jhere.was a corresponding chan~e in the effluent 
COD which resul·ted in an increase from .80 mg/1 to approx-
imately_" 230 mg/1. It is. to be noted that durcing the tran-
sient comU tions immediately after the shock, the minimum 
\ 
bio],.ogical solids concentratipn and the maximum effluent COD 
were greater than their corresponding values at the final 
.steady state levels. There was considerable decrease in 
the total cell protein and some increase.in cellular carbo-
hydrate. The "dilute-in" curve indicates the COD that would 
have been jTesent if there were no biochemical reactions 
occurring in the reactor. HO\v"ever, the· actual effluent COD 
does not coincide with this dilute-in curve, indicating the 
·occurrence of biochemical changes resulting from the metab-
olism of ''the influent organic matter inside the aerator. 
It can also be seen that the· anthrone COD of the effluent 
did not incr~ase with the total COD, indicating conversion 
of glucose to metabolic inte.rmediates and/or end products 
of a noncarbohydrate nature •. Figure 13 shows the changes 
i.n sludge composition during this experiment. There .was an 
appt'eciable reduction ·in percent protein and a.moderate 
:increase.in pe:l'."cent carbohydr.ate of the sludge. 
Figure-14 shows the results ·for·an even more severe 
snock loading condition, i.e., a 200 per cent overload in 
flow rate, cau:sing a change in dilution rate from 0.125 
~ 0 
150% overload in flow 
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-1 - -1 hour to 0"375 hour or in detention time.from eight 
hours to 2.67 hours. The b.iological solids level dropped 
more severely in this experiment than.it did in the experi-
ment shown in Figu:re:12. There was a .slow recovery in the 
solids level, followed by another decline. The results 
indicate that the biological solids level was oscillating 
and had not reached a steady state during the experimental 
, period. The effluent COD. increased :from. appro.x:imately 140 
mg/1 to a transient peak value· of ~60 · mg/1, and. then 
a~proached a new steady state level of approximately 310 
mg/1. . As in the· foregoing experiment, the bulk of the COD 
in the effluent consisted of metabolic products other than 
. cax·bol:l.ydrates. Comparing the effluent COD curve and the 
COD dilute-in cu1·ve during the transient. state,. it is evi-
dent that more COD was being metabolized .than was leaking 
from the reactor. There was considerable· reduction .in total 
cell Jr~tein; however, the cellular carbohyd~ate showed less 
change. Figu~e 15 shows that during this experiment the 
percentage protein of the cells dropped considerably, but 
change in ~ercent carbohydrate was small. 
Figure·l6 shows the response to the most severe 
hydraulic shock load applied •. The change in f1ow rate rep-
resented a 250 per cent overload, resulting in a change in 
-1 -1 dilution rate from 0.125 hour to 0.437 hour , or in 
detention time from eight hours to 2.29 hrurs. In this 
case 3 the biological solids were "diluted outH severely 
from. approximately S.40 mg/1 toa new steady state value of 
200 % overload in flow 
80 8 hrs -detention time- 2·67 hrs 
70 
o ....... ______________ ~------------~....._---------i--------__,---__, 
-6 0 +6 +12 +18 · +24 
time, hrs . 
Figu:re 15 -· Change in sludge composition of a 
system shock loaded from a dilution1 
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a dilution rate of.0.125 hout-1 to 
O 0437 hour-·l (constant concentration}. 
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300 mg/1. The effluent COD increased from approximately SO 
mg/1 to 480 mg/1 at the new steady state. Even though the 
influent COD dilute-in curve was close to the effluent COD 
curve immediately following the shock, the amount of COD 
metabolized increased with time after the shock. .. The total 
cell protein decreased .. almost in parallel to the decrE;Jase 
in the \iological solids concentration. The total carb0hy-
drate concentration of thesludge also decreased. There 
would appear to be little doubt that the system was oper-
ating close to the maxi.mum growth rate and permanent cell 
dilute-out was occurr~ng, i.e., the system was operating on 
the, sloping port_tion of the "dilute-out" curve. Even though 
the.anthrone COD showed some increase, the release of meta-
bolic intermediates and/or end products was extremely high. 
Figure 17 shows the changes in sludge ,parameters during the 
experiment~ The percentage content of protein.in the sludge 
·decreased; however, the decrease was not comparable with 
those of the previous two shock loads. There ,Was some 
increase in the- percent .cellular carbohydrate. The· percent 
RNA content was also seen.to· increase as a result of the 
more ,rapid growth rate imposed upon.the cells. 
On thewhole, an increase in flow rate caused more 
, severe disturbance to the system t.han did a reduction in 
• flow 1·ate •. It is to be emphasized that in all of these 
expe:riments the glucose concentration in the feed was main-
tained at 1000 mg/1. Therefore it can be seen that an 
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o::rgr,Ullic loading, and a decrease in flow rate result<:ld in a 
parallel decrease.in organic loading 1 (i.e., lbs BOD or 
'COD/unit volume/day). 
2. Constant'Daily Organic Loading Conditions 
The second series·of experiments on b,ydraulic.shock 
loa,ds :was conducted at "constant daily, organic · loading con-. 
ditionsw1 in contrast to the previous series in which the 
. feed concentration, rather than the loading, was constant. 
The constant organic loading was 198 lbs COD/1000.cu.ft of 
aerator fO,lume/qay both befor~ and·. after the· shock. The 
. i 
:steady.state conditions for all experiments were based on 
1000.mg/l glucose in the influent,.and a detention time of 
eight' hours i.n the aerator before the shock loads. were 
,applied. 
a. Decrease in Dilution Rate 
Figu:re,18 shows the response when the system was shock 
loaded f:ir'om a.dilution rate of 0.125 hour-l (eight-qt0ur 
detention time) and 1000 mg/1 feed glucose concentration.~ 
to ,a d:i.lution rate of 0.031 hour-I (thirty-two hour deten-
· ti.on time} and 4000 mg/1 glucose , in the feed. It is. seen 
that the biological solids level increased from 400 mg/1 to 
approximat(;llyll50 mg/1. The transient state response of 
qiological·solids to the increase in substrate.concentration 
.was very rapid. There did not appear to be a lag or adjust..-
•s 
·ment.pe:.r,iodbefore the solids concentration in the aerator 
-began to rise.in response.to the increase in,glucose con-
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·Figure\ 18. - Response: of a system· shock loaded_ from 
:a dilution rate- of 0.125 hour-I to 
0.031 hour-1 (const~nt loa<;lirig). 
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value :of nearly, 110. mg/1 to a transient peak v~lue o;f ap-
pr,oximately, 760 mg/1 · at 85 hQurs · (2. 7 deteµtion times) after 
the shock, and thereafter·decreased. Initially, the anth~ 
rone COD curve parallelled the COD curve, but after sixty 
~ours (1.9 detention perio4s) ,it began to dec~ease. It.is 
interesting to note.: that , the· metabolic :i,ntermeqiates · which 
were ·produced :·were ap])a:ren.tly, met,bolized after the• system 
· became accU.mated. The high residual COD, due to carbohy-
drates ·(anthrone test) at the end of the experiment .is 
noteworthy, and it shows that the system could not totally 
recover to its.former low level of effluent carbohydrates 
even• after 200 hours. There was· a substantial buildup ,of 
cellular protein, and some increase in the cellular .carbo-
hydrate concentration. Figure 19 shows the changes in 
var,ious sludge. components during this experiment. The i,>er-
cent protein decreased slightly; however, the percentage of 
cellular carbohydrates increased appreciably •. There was a 
decrease in.the ItNA content of the sludge, but some increase 
in the DNA content. Figure 20 shows the elemeptal.analysis 
:of sludge (ca~bon, bydro~en, an.d nitrogen). It is seen that 
there -was n.o significant cb,ange with respect to the percent 
:carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogeµ content of the sludge • 
. Figu~e 21 shows the biochemicil.response of 'k system 
'shock loaded from a dilution .rate of 0.125 hour:_ 1 · (deten-
1 • 
tion time.eight hours) and 1000. mg/1 feed glucose.to a 
I 
. dilution rate of 0<~062 hour -l (detention· time sixteen ·hours) 
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biological solids ,.from approximately 42Q_ mg/1. to nearly 900 
mg/1 at the: new steady state. The ~esponse of the filtrate 
COD was considerably better than in. the previous case · (Fig-
ure· 18). There was· an increase from 70 mg/1 to approximate-
ly. 160 mg/1» .. indicating on.ly very; slight dec:rease in COD 
removal efficiency. .. The· an.throne COD increas:ed from a· low 
value of 8 mg/1 to approximately 50 mg/1 at the new steady 
state. The total cellular protein increased steadily·from 
nearly 210. mg/1 to appro:x:ima tely 380 mg/1, while the cellu-
· lar carbohydrate concreintration .increased from 25mg/l to 
nearly 80· mg/1. Figure 22 shows the protein ;and ca:rJ:)Ohy-
drate ·. during the experiment. .. There was considerable 
· reduction.in protein content. The qarbohyd~ate ~ontent 
.· increased as a . result of the shock· load. Comparing this 
figure with·Figure·5, which shows the parallel case under 
constant concentration conditions, it can be seen that the 
· two types .of hydraulic shocks produced opposite ef fee ts on 
• cell composi t,ion. 
·· Figu:re, 23 shows the mild~st shock load. applied. in this 
·series. The-dilution rate.was changed from 0~125 hour-1 to 
0.094 hoUr- 1 • The corresponding chapge ,in detention time 
was from eight hours to 10.67 hours •. To maintain constant 
loading·condit:ions, the feed glucose.concentration•was 
changed from 1000 mg/1 to 1333 mg/1 •. It is seen that while 
there was no great amount of COD leakage during the tran-
· sient 1 the final ~teady state value .. after the shock was 
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Figur~ 23 - Response of a system shock loaded from 
a dilution rate of a.125 baur-1 ta 
0.094 hour-l (constant loading). 
also slightly higher at the new .. steady state, compa.red to 
the.old steady state values~· Figure ,24 shows that there 
90 
was very little variation in the percent protein and ca.r·bo-
hydrate of the sludge. 
b. Increase in Dilution Rate ----·--· ------·--"""--
Thi.s · series of experimelll.ts includes those . in which. the 
flow rates we~e increased and the glucose concentrations in 
the feed .reduced to·maintain constant daily.organic loading 
.conditions~ Figqre 25 shows the .response .of a system·sub-
jected .to a. change in dilwtion. rate from q .. 125 hou,r- 1 
(detention. time eight hours) , and 1000 mg/;J. feed glucose tQ 
-1 ( ~ ·,a di.luti.on. rate :Of· O .188 hour · detention. time 5.33 hoursv 
and 667 mg/1 feed glucose. Th.ere was n.o ,signific~n.t change 
· in filtrate QOD or an.throne COD. The only· significant 
change was the drop in biological solids concentration which 
occurred.in response to the decrease in feed concentration. 
Figure 26 shows the response of a .. system which was 
.... 1 I .shock loaded from a dilution rate of 0.125 hour ,detention 
timeeigbt hours) and.feed glucose concentration 1000 mg/1 
to a dilution rate of Oo25 hour-I (detention time :·four hours) 
and feed glucose qoncentrat:i,on of 500 mg/1. There was·con-
· siderable fluctuation in biological solids concentration 
dmring the transient and the steady state value·after· the 
·, shock w:as nearly. 220 mg/I co~p:ared to the value : of 380 mg/1 
before the shock. There was a slight reduction in filtrate 
·COD · fFom 125 mg/1 to· nearly 80 mg/1 1 . and there was· a cor-
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Figure 26 -·Response of a system shock loaded from 
a dilution rate of 0.125 hour-1 to 
0.25 hour-1 (constant loading). 
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is -observed that the total protein was reduced in accor-
· dance with the solids concentration. However,. the change 
in .total cellu_lar ·carbohydrate· concentration was less sig-
·nifiCap.,t. · IJ;'hese sludge .parameters-expressed as-percentages 
:are sllown in Figure-27. There was a significant reduction 
rin percent .protein, and there was an appreciable increase 
in the percent. ca:t'bohydrate content of the cells. These 
results agree with those-of Figure 11, .where dita for a 
ii$imilar •hydraulic shock, bqt qnder constant.concentration 
·.conditions, .are given. It.should be recalled that.the gat;a 
for these .two different types of shock·loads·did not agree 
when the common.factor was -a reduction in flow rate. 
Figute -28 shows a rathe~ severe shock load; the dilu-
~1 1 ti.on rate.was :changed.fr-om0.125 b,our _to 0.313 hour-. 
',['he p'a:t>~.llel. change in .detention time was ,from eight hou,rs 
t.o 3. 2 _hou:rs,. and. in feed glucose concentration from 1000 
· mg/1 to 400 mg/1 (to maintain. constant loading conditions) • 
. The biological .solids ·concentration dec.reased from ·300 mg/1 
to approximately 180 mg/1. The filtrate COD is.also seen 
\ 
to have decreased .. from 150 mg/1 to nearly 90 mg/1. . There 
.was· a large re~uction _in an throne COD· concentration. also. 
As in·. the previous experiment, the total cell protein con-
cent:.t'a tion decreased; the variation in cell carl:)ohydrate 
concentration was smaller. Figure·· 29 shows the percent 
·· proteiii and carbohyd:r<ate .of· the sludge. There was a 
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Figure 28 - Response of a system shock loa~ed from 
a dilution rate of 0.125 hour- to 
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F:igure 30 shows the response to the most severe shock 
l.ioad · app!i.ed. under · constant loading con.di tions. The' shock 
loading involved a change from a dilqtion rate of 0.125 
hou.r"'" 1 (detenti.:on: time eight .. hours) and 1000 mg/I glucose, 
to a IC!ilution,rate of 0.437 hour-I (detention ,time 2.29. 
hours) and feed concentration ,of 28l, mg/I. The biological 
solids :concentration. decreased sharply from 350' mg/I to 
nea!'ly.-7!\. mg/1. The effluent C_OD dropped from 160"'. mg/I to 
approximately ·80 mg/1. The anthrone COD decreased from 70 
mg/1 to nearly-IO mg/1 • 
. Figure 31 summariz·es . the changes. :in yield and COD 
removal efficiency due to the hydraulic-shock loadirigs. 
The ch:a.:rn.ges (or differences) in yield.and COD remova1 effi-
cirer.icy · were . obtai:t;).ed. as the arithmetic· difference : in. the 
respective:values at.steady states· before.and after the 
shock.in each experiment. Comparing the yield values, it 
.appears that the change in yield tends to decrease at dilu-
tion rates lower than the pre-shock value, and increase'.at 
higher dilution rates. Howeve:r, the changes,are,more 
· apparent under constant loac:Ung conditions than under 
· constant concentration conditions. It is seen ,that at 
dilution rates ·in excess of 0.313 hou~-l, the change in 
yield decreases and approaches the pre-shock.value,under 
both con.di tions· of operation, i.e., constant loading and 
constant co:r.icentration. Under b.oth·conditions of operation 
a hydraulic shock load resulting in a dilution rate of q.25 
hour ;..l or g:re~ter causes a significant decrease in COD 
700 
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Figure 31 - Change in yield and COD removal efficiency between the initial and 





:removal effi.c.i.ency. However.__, this decrease in efficiency· is 
greater.· u..ndeir constant .concentration conditions than at con-
stant loading conditions. 
ln Table I II .the effects :of h,yoraulic shocks of· the 
constant concentration type.on effluent.COD are·summarized 
for ~11 post~shock dilution rates. With regard to the tran-
sient· state COD and the new steady state COD, the shock 
loads which .resulted in ,an. increase in detention time (from 
eight hours to thirty-two, sixteen,. and·l0.67 hours, 
respectively) did not cause ,an·. impairment· of efficiency • 
. On the·. other· hand,. the "overloading" cases .. which.resulted 
in reactor detention times of 5.33, 4.oo, 3.20, 2.67, and 
2.29·hours, respectively-' caused a.systematic increase in 
transient state COD,.new steady state COD, and maximum 
amount Of COD due to intermediates; these·paraip.eters 
increased with. the increase in flow rate.after the shock. . L. 
In .. all. cases except the, last (2. 29 ·hours), . the transient 
state COD was higher than both.the old.and the newsteady 
state COD values. Atthe·2.29 hour detention time, the 
transient state was not clearly.defined by apeak value, 
because the system was·obviously approaching the region,of 
cell wash-out. Discounting the extreme shock, the time to 
reach the transient state peak did not vary much for the 
· several overloads. 
Table IV' shows the results·for all experiments run 
.under constant.daily organic loading conditions. As the 
detention time wa:si decreased from thirt.y-two hours · to 2.29 
TABLE. III 
CHANGES IN EFFLUENT COD IN RESPONSE TO lM)RAULIC SHOCK LOADS UNDER CONDITIONS OF CONSTANT SUBSTllATE CONCENTRATION 
Initial Conditions: Detention Time, 8 hours; Dilution Rate, 0.125 hour-1 ; Feed Glu~ose, 1000 mg/1 
Final Detention Time hours· 32.00 16.00 i0.67 5.33 4.00 3.20 2.67 2.29 
Final Dilution Rate ·hour -1 0.031 0.062 0.094 0.188 0.25 0.313 0.375 0.437 
Initial Steady State COD _mg/1 152 80 94 52 80 75 138 80 
COD Removal Efficiency 
at Initial Steady State % 86 92 91 95 92 93 87 92 
Maximum (Minimum) Transient , 
State COD mg/1 90 112 68 62 142 306 .360 · 480 
COD Removal Efficiency % 92 89 94 94 87 71 · 66 55 
Time to reach the 
Above Transient hour· 37 18 18 4 3 3 4 15 
Final Steady State COD mg/1 
' 
80 112 68 24 64 228 312 480 
\ 
COD Removal Efficiency % 92 89 94 98 94 78 71 55 
Time to reach the. 
Above.Steady State hour 127 18 18 22 9 8 7 15 
Maximum Intermediates mg/1 56 68 78 28 110 282 348 406 
Time to reach the 






CHANGES IN EFFLUiNT COD IN RESPONSE TO HYDRAtn.IC SHOCK LOADS UNDER CONDITIONS OF CONSTANT DAILY ORGANIC LOADING · 
Initial Conditions: Detention Time, 8 hours; Dilution Rate, 0.125 hour-\ Feed Glucose, 1000 mg/1 
Final Dilution Rate hour-1 0.031 0.062 0.094 0.188 0.25 0.313 0.437 
Final Detention Time hour 32 16 10 •. 67 5.33 4.00 3.20 2.29 
Feed Concentration 
After Shock mg/1 4000 2000 1333 667 500 400 286 
Initial Steady State. COD mg/1 112 70 52 52 124 148 160 
a 
COD Removal Efficiency % 89 93 95 95 88 86 85 
Maximum (Minimum) 
Transient State COD mg/1 760 160 168 42 80 88 80 
COD Removal Efficiency % 82 92 88 94 85 79 74 
Time to reach the 
Above COD hour 86 23 39 16 10 18 10 
Final Steady State COD mg/1 424 160 168 50 80 88 80 
Final COD Removal Efficiency % 90 92 88 93 85 79 74 
Time to reach the I hour Above COD 192 23 39 50 10 18 10 
Maximum Intermediates mg/1 I 272 112 68 28 72 100 68 I 
Time to reach the 





hours in the several ruµs, the maximum value of the tran-
sient state COD decreased from 760 mg/1 to 80 mg/1. Simi-
larly, the new steady state COD ranged from 42'4 mg/1 to 80 
mg/1. These trends were almost parallel to those in.the 
changes in.the influent organic Goncentration (4000 mg/1 to 
286 mg/1 as the detention time ranged from thirty-two to 
1 
2.29 hours). However, ba~ed on COD removal efficiencies, 
shock loads resulting·in reactor detention times of greater 
\. 
thanrfour hours. did not indicate any serious damage. When 
\. .,, 
the detention.time after the shock was less than four h.ours, 
there was a clear disruption of COD removal efficiency. The 
amount.of COD due to intermediates was a maximum.at thirty-
two hours detention time. 
Table V shows the steady state parameters before and 
after the shock for all hydraulic s.hock loading experiments, 
" 
Under constant concentration conditions, a shock load caus-
ing an increase in detention time tended to increase the 
protein content of the sludge and reduce the carbohy,drate 
content, compared to the corresponding values before the 
shock. The reverse situation existed when the shock loading 
:resulted .in;a decrease in de,tention time; i.e., an increase 
in .flow rate caused a decrease in the protein content of the 
sludge with a simultaneous increase in the carbohydrate 
content. However, u.nder co.n.s·tan,t loading conditions; any 
change in flow rate caused an increase in.carbohydrate con--
tent and decrease in protein content of the sludge. 






STEADY STATE PARAMETERS AT INITIAL AND FINAL STEADY STATES IN ALL 
HYDRAULIC SHOCK LOADING EXPERIMENTS 
Detention 
Time, Hrs Feed 
from Solids COD An throne Protein Carbohydrate RNA DNA Glucose 
to mg/1 llig/1 COD mg/1 % % % % mg/1 
Constant Concentration Conditions 
8.00 292 132 100 28 4.o 1000 
32.00 276 80 60 36 2. 5 · II 
8.00 510 80 32 50 20 II 
16.00 444 112 44 57 15 " 
8.00 - 460 94 16 37 12 II 
10.67 500 68 12 43 11 II 
8,00 580 62 38 58 16 - " 
5.33 580 24 20 54 16 " 
8,00 436 80 40 67 21 - - " 
4,00 548 64 20 48 23 ,; 
8,00 532 74 34 52 20. 
,, 
3,20 468 228 16 41 26 " 
8.00 536 138 22 55 19 " 
2,67 436 312 10 48 2.1 " 
8,00 540 80 12 49 12 18 " 
2,29 294 480 76 46 14 25 " 
- -- - - ---- - ------- ----··- -- - ----·- -- --- == 
Constant Loading Conditions 
8,00 412 112 72 50 7 28 3,5 1000 
32,00 1160 424 416 46 16 17 6.5 4000 
8.00 420 72 8 48 6 1000 
16,00 896 160 48 40 10 2000 
8,00 564 52 26 62 8 
,_ 
1000 
10,67 632 168 100 58 10 1333 
8,00 536 52 24 1000 
5.33 404 52 24 667 
8,00 380 124 48 .:.. 1000 
4,00 220 80 8 50 18 500 
8.oo 304 148 54 61 12 1000 
3,20 180 88 4 50 18 400 
8.00 344 160 68 1000 




. - - .. ·. . . . -
.YIELD OF CELLS1 PROTEIN AND C.ABBOHD>RATE AT INITIAL AND .FINAL STEADY. STATES IN ALL HYDRAULIC SHOCK LOADING EXPERIMENTS 
Final (Shock) Constant Concentration Conditions Constant.Loadine: Conditions 
Detention· Dilution Percent Yield o:f Percent Yield o:f 
Ti.me Rat · ;..solids ** Protein Carbohydrate Solids Protein Carbohydrate 
hr hr-t ISS · FSS . · ISS FSS ISS FSS -1ss FSS ISS FSS. ISS FSS 
32.00 _0.031 32 30 - - ·- - 43 30 21 14 3.0 6.0 
16.00 0.062 52 47 26 27 10.0 7.2· ·.· 42 46 20 .19 2.5 ·4.1 
10.67 0.094 I 48 50 18 
... 22 5.8 5 •. 5 56 51 35 · 30 . :·4.5 · · 5.3 
5.33 . 0.188 58 56 . 34 28 .9.0 9.3 53 62 ~ - . - -
4.-oo 0.250 47 55 27 .26 9.9 12.5 41 
I 
49 26. ·23 .. .. 4.1 8.9 
3.20 0.;313 54 56 28 · 23 11 14.9 33 54 20 30. 3.8 .· · 10.7 
; 
2.67 0.375 58 58 32 27. 12 13.? - - - - - -
2.29 0.437 50 . 51 :25 24 6.0 6.9 38 33 - - ' - -
.·· 
.• :Initial Steady State (Be:fore Shock. at 8-hour Detention Time) 





hydrate based on pre-shock and post-shock steady state 
•values. Under cqndi tions of const~nt conce.ntra:tion 2 the 
change in yield of c~lls from pre~shock to post-shock 
steady st.ate is less than .. the variation generally seen with 
conditions of constant loading •. A reduction in.flow.rate 
(dilution rate) causes an incr·ease In the yield of prot~in 
: and decrease i:tl the yield of carbohydrates under constant 
. concentration con'.ditions. However, under constant loading 
conditio'.ns 3 .. the cells syl\i.thesize more carbohydrates a·nd 
less Pl'otein, as seen by the increase in yield of the former 
and decrease in ¥ield of the latter. An increase. in flow 
rate under con~tant concen,tration conditions causes a 
decrease in the yield of protein and increase in the yield 
of carbobydrates. 
B. pH.Shock·Loads 
Phospl:late 'buffer systems were used.·. for controlling the 
reactor pH and the concentration of phosphorus in the syn-
thetic waste.was held constant for all experiments. Organic 
. ~ 
buffers could not be used because of the fact that they 
;would add to the organic rnatte;r and COD. Use·of other 
inorganic buffering agents, e.g., car~onate buffer forcer-
tain ranges of pH did not seem advisable because this would 
:nave ,caused changes in the inorganic constituents of the 
· synthetic waste which mi.gl:lt also exert an effect .on the 
response of the system. Since the pK values of the phos-
phate buffer ·system are 2·lj 6·8• and 12"7, they are good 
buffers.only in the pH ranges of approximatelyl·l7 3·1~ 
108 
·5•s-.7~s, .and.11•7"'-13°7, i.e., .within thel.r~nge of pK values 
± 1 pH Unit; for this reason no reactor p' was studied in 
the ran,ge 4-5. ':fhe following table gives the.influent pH 
in relation. to the reactor (effluent);pH for the·several 
experiments~ 
· TABLE VII 
pH VALUES IN [NFLU'ENT AND FINAL STEADY STATE REACTOR 
1 (EFFLUENT) · FOR ALL pH SHOCK LOAlllNG EXPER~MENTS 
Figures 
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The difference between.the influent and reactor pH 
value~; is due to. the depr.ession of the p~ v3lues · by micro-
bial production .:of co2 and metabolic:! acid. Qompar.ing this 
tablewith Table II, it can be seen that.in cases ·Where more 
acid salts were u,e~ in the phosphate buffer system, .the 
· reactor pH tended ttj be more acid, and. where more alkaline 
109 
salts wel'.'e ·used the reactor pH tended to be :more, allrnline. · 
However, .it is: to be noted t.hat the final steady: state 
reactor pH. is in. most. cases in one or· other· of· the three 
b,uffering· zones' (::!." l plj unit from th~· p{K) ; of the pbosphate 
buffer system. 
l. lncrease ,in pH· 
The gene,ral EJcheme for gra.phical presentation :of· the 
· data .. is the same· as .for hydraulic .shock ·loads. _.11 experi-
ments w;;re conc::luctedat a reactor deten:ti'on t:ime .of eight 
:hours ·.and .wlth· ).OOO· mg/,1 .glucose in the feed. 
Figure: 32. ;shows the piochemical response. of a system 
. shock loaded from· pH :6. 55 to 7. 95. The· bi'ological solids 
coQcentration exbibited a decrea$ing tendency.during the 
per:lod of changing pH, .but recovered to approximately_.the 
: original value. Jt can be ,seen th•~·this change in pH did 
not cause any apprecia'Qle change in total,COD or anthrone 
, COD iD:: the effluent.. Figu:re · 33 s:tiows C'hanges i.n the :Per-
cent :composition of. the· s.ludge. There ·Was· 5!ome ·decrease :in 
ithe ;protein. content. a.nd DNA content, which ·.was· ~ccompanied 
l ' 
by>an increase in the carbohydrate content • 
. Figure 34 shows .the result .of· ap, ex:Periment over . th~: 
' same· pH J:'!a:q.ge, bµt in which recycle· of solids was employeg. 
In this-case:the reactor pH reached.an average:value of 
7~65.at the ne,~steady state after the shock. Under this 
· c.ondi tion, the· shock resulted in. an increase. in solids-. from 
\... ' 
-: 1100 mg/:C::~o approximately 1500 mg/1 •. There was: ab5,olutely 





















Figure 32 - Response of a system shock loaded from 
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Figure 33 - Cbange in sludge composition of a 
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Figure 34 - Response o.;f a system shock loaded from 
pH 6.60.to 7.65.(with recycle of 
, ·sludge) .• 
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l'emained. at ve:ir·y low levels. There was a significant 
increase in the total protein, and.a slight increase in the 
. total ca:r.'bohydrate. Figur·e 35 shows the change in sludge 
composition. In contrast to the system without recycle, 
. there was an increase in percent protein, but very little 
change in.ca::rbohydrate,and DNA • 
. Figure· 36 shows· the l;>i.ochemical response of a system 
· .. which. was shock loaded from pH 6. 65 .. to 7. 25. This is a 
somewhat milder shock. on. the alkaline side, compared .. to the 
p:tevious one. The biological solids concentration .fluctu .... 
· ated, but no upward or downward trend was noted. Very 
little change was noted in the filtrate COD and.anthrone 
\ 
COD. In short~ this shock load was easily assimilated. 
Figure 37 shows·changes in sludge composition.for the 
expex•iment. 'The percent protein. dropped·. somewhat, as did 
.the RNA and DNA. However, the carbohydrate content 
increased slightly. 
'rhe :eruc.ceeding studies inyolved a change in pH .toward 
. the :acid range. The respd'-h.se to .. a change from pH 6.65 to 
6.15 i.s shown in .Figure 38. It :is· seen that the solids 
gradually decreased from 480 mg/1 to a transient low value 
of nea:ely 285 mg/1, and later rose to approximately 680 
mg/lo At the lowest point of solids concentration there 
was a significant leakage.of COD from the aerator. The 
· a,ntb:rone · COD Fose. only from 40 mg/1 to 60 mg/1 during this 
. period. .. Figure· 39 shows· the changes in sludge composition 
114 
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Figure 35 - Changes i.n sludge co.mposi tion of a 
system shock loaded' from pH 6. 60 to 
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Figure 36 - Response of a·· system shock loaded from 
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during thi.s ex:periment. There ,was some increase in the RNA 
. content,. and decrease i.n the DNA content. 
I 
, Figure·. 40 shows the response of a. system shocked· from pH 
6. 70 to 5. 7 5. , Even though the <:lrop \·in pH .was greater in 
. this experiment than. in the p'r,..evious one, the .system 
.response.was less deleterious. It is seen that a signifi-
cant decrease in bio'11:>gical·solids concentration.ensued as 
a result of the shock, but the COD removal efficiency·was 
not decreased; it actually improved. It is intere$ting to 
note that, as in the previous experiment, acid conditions 
· cause.d an. increase. in solids. level at the new.· steady state. 
Figure 41·shows the results,for a more severe,shock 
load with reactor pH reaching 3.50. · During the transient 
.state the biological solids dropped.from 375 mg/1 to nearly 
65 ip.g/1, and then rose rapidly to a new·level of approxim-
ately, 600 mg/1. The COD of the effluent rose from 225 '-mg/1 
to 725 mg/1 in approximately ·four detention periods (32 
' \ ' ' ' 
hours), and then declined until it reached a riew steady 
\ ' ' ,' 
state,level of.30 mg/1. The.total response was completed 
in eighteen detention periods· (144 hours) from the P?int of 
shock. It is. seen that while the system could eventually 
accommodate the new pH, the transition period was long and 
. caused severe.disruption of purification.efficiency. The 
.. total protein. and total carbohydrate concentration of the 
·sludge dropped to values less than.50 mg/1, and then 
, recovered. However, the p'5ote'in concentration. did not 
·regain. the· value·. at the· steady state prior to the shock. 
120 
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Figure 40 ... Response of a system shock loaded from 
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Figure 41 - Response of a system sbock loaded from 
pH 6.40 to 3.50. 
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Figu:t·e · 42 shows how much the sludge components can. vary in 
response to such a severe change in reactor pH. The p·ro-
tein content dropped tremendously from 56 per cent.to a 
transient low value of 22 per cent in approximately ten 
detention times, and then reached a new steady state value 
of .29 per cent. On the other· hand, the carl;)ohydra te content 
.. increased from 15 per cent to a transient peak value of 38 
per cent at four detention periods,.and then gradually 
. declined. to a new. steady state value of 25 per·cent. There 
was ·.a reduct.ion , i.n the DNA content, also. Conspicuous 
changes in microbial predominance were noticed due to.this 
severe change in pH. Details of the change ·Will be pre-
. sented 'bel(OW. 
Figure 43 shows the response when the pH wa• changed 
from 6.65 to 3.20 in a system in:which a high solids concen-
tration was maintained by recycle of a major portion of the 
settled sludge. It is seen.that the effluent COD remained 
at less than.150 mg/l·at all times,. even though the reactor 
·solids level dropped from approximately·2240 mg/1 to nearly 
900 mg/1. The shock loading :prevented maintenance of a 
high level of solids because some sludge was.lost.from the 
settling tank becaus~ of poor settleability. Only settled 
sludge could be recycled back to the reactor, and this 
caused a drop in reactor·solids. Moreover, this shock load 
resulted .. in a less severe . change in mi crop ial predominance. 
The major portion of the sludge was composed of rod-shaped 
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Fi,g'are. 43 - Response- of a system shock loaded from 




tous types. This is p~obably one :reason ,why _-the. synthetic 
activity of the sludge was·low during the course-of the 
experiment,- because-from the previous two experiments it 
was· sceen _that·. an acidic mediu,.m fayored the growth of :filat:-
mentous types :rather than rods. Figlj,re 44, shovv"ing the 
sludge composition, indicates that-the decrease in percent 
protein content. was· less· .severe than. in the pfevious two 
experiments; it decreased from 52 to 39 per cent.. The car-
bohydr·a.te content increased from 15 per cent to 36 per cent 
.within a span ,of eighteen detention period~, and then 
dropped to 22 per cent. .. The percent- DNA content. also 
.decreased. 
Aln:i,ost _the· same change in pH was imp<ised. again under 
diffe:rent-recycle conditions;.tbe pH change was from ·6.45 
to 3.25. The ~ecycle sludge had an average concent~ation 
of.1000 mg/1· and was pump~d at 33 1/3 per cent .of the rate 
of flow of the feed. This :resulted in· a .. reactor solids 
concentration of approximately 625 mg/1 prior· to t_he · shoe~. 
The system response, . which is shown· in Figure 45, was inter ... 
mediate-between the responses ,of those-shown in Figures 43 
and.47,. i.e., the one with total recycle a,nd the other 
. ·without cell recycle. · The solids· dropped to ·approximately 
-140 mg/1 in seven detention periods, a.nd . then climbed. to 
nearly 760 mg/1, a value higher than.that maintained.before 
the· shock. . The effluent C.OD reached . a maximum value of 
approxi'!'Ultely .·600 mg/1 compared to 900 mg/1 for the flow 
\ 
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J:igure 45 ... Reapon1e o.f ·a system shock loaded from 
pH e. 4l5 to a. 25 (w:i th part·ial recy.c1e 
of slud.;e), 
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.in the filtrate was contributed by carpohydrates, as.shown 
by the close agreement between the total COD and the 
anthrone COOo Figure-46 shows changes in the percentage 
protein and car~ohydrate of the sludge during this experi-
mento As for· the flow through system (Figure 48), the pro-
teiri content ~f the sludge decreased; in this ca~e;from 53 
per cent to nearly 13 per cent, and then in.creased very 
·slowlyo .On the other hand, the carbohydrate content rose 
from approximat~ly 13 per cent to nearly 40 per cent in 
.twelve detention times, and then decreased to 28 per cento 
Figure 47 .. shows the l;>i.ochemical response of a system 
(no celr ~ecycle) which was shock loaded from pH 6o60_to 
3~15~ approximately the same as in the previous experiments 
\,. 
wi.th cell. recycleo The pH curve indicated a two-stage drop~ 
first from. 6.60 to 4olO during the downward trend of the 
biological solids, and then to 3.15, apparently due to the 
upward trend of the solids concentration as the sludge 
acclimated to the new enviroriment. The solids concentr•ation 
dropped from 430 mg/1 to ne:arly·zero,in four ·detention 
periods, and then some sprcies·became·acclimated and began 
to g:r1ow to a new steady state solids level of approximately 
730 mg/L . The filtrate COD rose from 66 mg/1 to nearly 900 \ . . 
mg/1 in the same time, and then gradually reduced to an 
:average· val11e of 120 mg/I. The anthrone GOD curve parallel-
led.the COD curve. Figure 48 shows-changes in sludge-compo-
sition during the experimento The protei0n content decreased 
from nearly 51 pe.r·cent to approximately 2),. per cent,. and 
..... 
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F1.g·J.:.re 46 · Cb.ang·es in sludge cotn.pos1.tion of a 
syst,em shock loaded from pH 6.45 to 
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Figure 47 - Response of a system shock loaded fro.m 
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then rose to 28 per cent.· In the·case-of RNA, the curve 
followed a pattern similar to that for carbohydrates, a 
rapid rise foll.owed by a slow-decrease. The DNA content 
132 
i.ncreased during the transient state:, but at the new steady 
state the value-was·significantly lower ·than before the 
change in pH. 
Figure 49 shows the results for·~ case in which the 
reactor pH w~s changed from 6.40 to 3.oo. The biological 
solids dropped from 450 mg/1 to nearly·· 20 mg/1, , and then 
built up to approximately 600 mg/li.. Nearly complete leakage 
of COD was attained in approximately four de·tention periods 
' 
af·ter ·the· shock. COD removal ef:ficiency was recovered 
rapi.dly by the-acclimated species; the filtrate COD reached 
a final steady st.ate value of 30 mg/1 in approXimately fif-
·- . 
teen times Jrom the point of shock. As in the-· previous 
I 
experiments, the anthrone COD values followed very closely 
the total con- values' indicating onc·e again that the 
effluent COD was due chiefly to carbohydrates, and that 
almost no intermediates. and/or end products-were produced. 
Figure 50 shows changes in sludge composition during the 
experiment. As for the-previous acid shock loads, the pro-
tein content dropped tremendously; this time .from approx-
imately 65 per cent to -nearly 20 per cent. During .the 
recovery period there·was a slow rise to 26 per-cent. The 
carbohydrate:content rose_f:rom 15 per-cent to approximately 
28 per cent, and then slowly reced~d · to n~,arly 21 per cent. 
I 
The RNA content also ~hanged; .. it first increased from 13 per 
133 
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F1gure 49 - Respo~se of a system shock loaded from 
















FJ,gt..re 50 - Changes 1n sludge com.position of a 
system shock ioaded from 6.40 to 3.00. 
· 135. 
cent to approximately 2'i per·cent, and then dropped to 
· nearly 15 per cent. The· DNA content. also decreased ·after an 
initial ri.se during the cell dilute'.""out period. The sludge 
from this unit·was·analyzed for·its·e1emental composition; 
the d,ata are .given in Figure 51. It is seen .that there was 
no appreciable change in.the percentage of carbon and 
hydrogen; the decrease .in percent nitrogen reflects the 
drop in protein content. 
Figure 52,shows the most severe shock load applied, i.e., 
from pH 6.65 to 2.70. In spite of the comparatively higher 
level of biological solids in the reactor prioi to the 
·shock (approximately 610 mg/1), thesevere·acid conditions 
caused ~ssientially·all.solids to wash.out·and no recovery 
was· possible. 
'l'able VIII shows the·summary data for·pfe .... shock .steady 
state, transient state, and post-shock steady state per-
formance· for· all pH shock loadiI).g experiments.. For the 
· three alkaline shock loads in the pH range 7.95 to neutral-
ity, th~re was no severe transient state response, and the 
·shock· loads were easily accommodated by the syste.ms. In 
the case- of acid shock·loads, except for experiments in 
which cells·were·recycled, the minimum solids at' transient 
state decreased with the severity of the·shock load. Time 
to reach the minimum transient state.solids level did not 
vary·a gteat deal except at the very mild sho~k'load (pH 
change 6.65 to 6.15) in which case there·was·evidently a 
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Figure 51 - Elemental composition of sludge from 
































Figure 52 - Response of a system shock loaded from 
pH 6.65 to 2.70. 
TABLE VIII 
DATA OF STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT STATE RESPONSE IN ALL pH SHOCK LOADING EXPERIMENTS 
Alkaline Shocks I Acid Shocks 
1 2 3 ij 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
:1 
* II * * Reactor pH before. Shock I 6~55 6.60 6.65 ij 6.65 6.70 6.40 6.65 6.45 6.60 6.40 
Reactor pH at Final 
I I Steady State 7.95 7.65 7.25 ii 6.15 5.75 3.50 3.20 3.25 3.15 3.00 
Time to reach 
Final pH I hr. I 50 50 30 II 120 80 150 60 120 96 100 
Solids at Initial 
Steady State /mg/1 / 464 1150 492 480 530 375 2240 625 432 450 
Minimum Solids at 
Transient State lmg/1 I 412 - - 284 350 65 - 140 6 18 
Time to reach I Minimum Solids 
I 
hr.I 30 - - ~ 98 40 34 - 55 32 24 
Solids at Final 
lmg/1 I 480 Ste!).dy State 1475 492 680 615 600 908 760 730 600 
Time to reach 
Final .Steady State 
hr.I 180 170 Solids Level 160 0 200 200 190 250 150 120 
COD at Initial Steady 
State mg/1 I 100 62 52 I 100 100 225 50 70 66 144 
Maximum (Minimum) COD 
at Transient State mg/1 I 60 - 40 !i 234 - 720 150 600 906 1028 
Time to reach the 
Above Value hr.I 130 - 30 !I 98 - 30 23 55 36 34 
COD at Final Steady 
State mg/1 ! - 62 74 I 33 25 32 62 55 120 33 
Time to reach F1=1 L 
Steady State I · hr. - 0 140 I 140 140 150 45 125 120 135 I-' w 
*systems with Cell Recycle 00 
139 
new steady state varied between 600 and 730 mg/1, and was 
in all cases higher than the respective pre-shock steady 
state values. In flow ... through systems, the maximum COD at 
the transient state generally in.creased with the severity 
of the shock load, i.e., the greater the change of reactor 
pH, the greater the COD leakage during the transient state. 
Neither the time to reach the n.ew steady state COD n.or the 
COD value attained seemed to be in direct relaticmship to 
the magnitude of the pH shock, Comparison. of columns 7, s, 
and 9; which represent nearly the same shock loading situ-
ation at different level$ of reactor solids, indicates that 
the transient state effluent COD level was defin.i tely 
affected by the reactor solids levelj The higher the 
reactor solids level~ the lower was the transient state con~ 
Table IX shows the steady state parameters preceding 
and following each shock load. The data for the old steady 
state conditions shows the variation in the different para-
meters for essentially identical conditions of operation 
(except in experiments with cell recycle). These data show 
that some variations in the different parameters existed 
during steady state conditions even before shock loading. 
Because of these natural variations, the effect of shock 
loading is best analyzed by comparing the response after 
each change in pH with the corresponding pre-shock steady 
state. In general, there was an increase in the level of 
biological solids and the carbohydrate content of the 
sludge after the shock loa9. · There was a decrease in 
TABLE·IX 
SUADY STA'l'E P.AB.UIE'.l'ZBS PBJCEDDIG DID R>LtOll'DiG pB SHOCK LOADING 
Initial Steady state I ~1 Steady State 
Carbo- I Reactor Solids COD An throne Protein hydrate DNA g Beact:or Solids COD An throne Protein. 
pH mg/I· mg/1 COD mg/1 1, s s ~ pB mg/1 mg/1 COD mg/1 % 
.llkali.ne Shock Loads 
6.55 .464 100 4· 30 7.5 8.0 I 7.95 480 - 24 23 6.60* 1150 62 6 49 16 3.5 7.65 l.475 ·62 6 55 
6.65 492 52 20 35 7.5 s.o ! 7.25 492 '14 20 29 
Acid Shock Loads 
• 
6.65 480 100 36 - - .. 4.2 ! 6.ll 680 33 10 -i 
6.70 530 100 25 - - - u 5.75 615 25 20 
6.40 375 225 - 56_ 15 3.6 I 3.50 600 32 .,. 29 6.65* 2240 50 10 52 15 3.5 3.20 910 65 10 39 
' 
6-.45* 625 70 20 53 13 - 3.25 765 55 5 15 
ii 
6.60 432 66 16 5JL 21 2.5 ~ 3.15 730 .. ll.20 48. 28 
6.40 450 140 8 65 15 4.0 j - 3.00 600 33 12 26 
6.65 609 93 12 - - - 2~70 30 960 886 -
--




























effluent COD, effluent anthrone COD, percent sludge protein, 
and.percent sludge DNA as a result of the shock loads. 
Table·X shows the yield of cells, protein, and carbo-
hydrate .based on steady state data prior to and after each 
shock load. There is a slight increase in the yield of 
carbohydrates due to the alkaline shock loads; at pH 7.95 
the yield actually doubled. In the case of acid shock 
loads, the increases·in yield of cells and carbohydrates 
wer& significant, and the change in yield of protein was 
variable. However, the general tendency appears to be a 
decrease in the yield of protein. 
Table XI shows the yield of cells and COD removal 
efficiency at the old and new steady states for all experi-
ments. The alkalin.e shock loads cause very· little change 
in the yield of cells.or COD removal efficiency. In the 
case of acid shock loads, there was a general increase in 
yield of cells and COD removal efficiency at the new 
steady state.when compared to the old. 
During these experiments microscopic observations were 
made in order to assess any gross changes in microbial pre-
dominance at various pH values in the flow-through systems. 
Figure 53 shows the general appearance of the floe in 
a unit operating at a reactor pH of approximately 6.60. It 
is seen that the predominant forms were rod~shaped bacteria. 
Bacterial floe particles did exist, but many cells existed 
in a non ... flocculated condition. Some protozoa were also 
noted at this pH, although none is shown in the picture. 
TABLE X 












Initial Stead~ State 
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*system did not recover after the shock. 
Final Stead~ State 
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STEADY STATE YIELD OF CELLS AND COD RIDiK>VAL EFFICIENCY BEFORE AND AFTER pH SHOCK LOADING 
Initial Steady State Final Steady State 
COD Removal COD Removal 
Reactor Efficiency Yield of Cells Reactor Efficiency Yield of Cells 
pH % ,. pH % % 
Alkaline Sho.ck Loads 
6.55 91 48 I 7.95 93 48 
6.so* 94 - 7.65 94 
6.65 97 49 7.25 93 50 
Aci.d Shock Loads 
6.65 91 50 6.15 97 66 
6.70 91 55 5.75 98 59 
6.40 79 45 3.50 97 58 
. * 95 I 3.20 6.65 - 94 
* 93 3.25 95 .6.45 - ..., 
6.60 93 43 3.15 89 78 
6.40 86 ,49 3.00 97 58 
** 6.65 91 63 I 2.70 9 30 
--
* With Cell Recycle ..... 
** System did not recover completely,. i,i::,. w 
144 
Figure 53 - Photomicrograph of sludge taken from a unit 
under steady state operation (pH 6.60)~ 
magnification, 97xl0x3. 
Figure 54 - Photomicrograph of sludge at pH 5.50 
(experimental data in Figure 40)~ magnifi-
ca~ion, 97xl0x3. 
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Figure 54 shows sludge microorganisms at a reactor pH 
of approximately 5.50. There was a shift in predominance 
from individual bacterial cells to filamentous forms which 
resemble fungi rather than Sphaerotilus. Fewer protozoa 
were observed at this pH than at pH 6.60. 
Figure 55 is a photomicrograph of sludge taken from a 
reactor at a pH value of approsimately 5.00. The general 
appearance.is not much changed from that of Figure 54, 
which corresponded to a pH of 5.50. However, as seen in 
Figure 56, when pH was maintained at approximately 3.60, 
few bacteria were present and filamentous organisms were 
seen to predominate. Also, at this pH,. there was a distinct 
change in color and texture of the sludge. Some pictures 
lack clarity; but unfortunately the slides were destroyed, 
and hence, better pictures are not available. 
c. Temperature Shock.Loads 
Systems initially operating at either four or eight 
hour detention time and 25°C were subjected to shock loads 
consisting of an increase or decrease in temperature. In 
all experiments the change in temperature is plotted along 
with the response data, in order to facilitate the analysis 
of the response in relation to rapidity of the temperature 
change. 
1. Decrease in Temperature 
Figure 57 sh~ws the response for a system operating at 
an eight-hour detention time which was shock loaded from a 
temperature of 25°C to s0 c. This was the most severe cold 
146 
:,F'igure 55 - Photomicrograph of sludge growing at pH 5 .oo 
(experimental data in Figure 40), magnification, 
97xl0x3. 
Fi gure 56 - Photomicrograph of sludge acclimated to pH 
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Figure 57 - Response of a system shock loaded from 
25oc to soc (detention time 8 hours). 
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shock that was applied, and it is apparent that the system 
could not respond satisfactorily to this severe shock load. 
The biological solids decreased from the point of applica-
tion of the shock. In approximately four detention periods 
the .solids concentration reached a very low value of approx-
imately 24 mg/1, an.d. it never recovered during the twenty-
·five detention periods after the shock. The filtrate COD 
increased steadily from nearlylOO mg/1 to approximately 
930 mg/1. The dilute-in curve indicates the level of COD 
that would have been present in the reactor if the metabolic 
activity of the cells completely ceased when the shock was 
initiated. Comparison of the curves of dilute-in, effluent 
COD, and anthroneCOD .indicates that most of the input COD 
appeared in the effluent, and a certain amount of the COD 
was due to metabolic intermediates; however, a large pro-
portion of the CODwas contributed by carbohydrates in the 
effluent. 
Figure 58shows.results for the same temperature shock 
· load applied to a system operating at a detention time.of 
four hours. The dilute-out of solids was more severe in 
this case, and there was no indication of recovery. There 
was a rapid rise in effluent COD concentration, the course 
of which was very near that of the dilute-in curve. The 
· anthrone COD curve indicates that most of the dissolved 
organic matter leaving the re'actor was in the form of car-
bohydrates. However, concerning that portion of the COD 
which was attributable to metabolic intermediates and/or 
149 
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Fi·gure 58 ... Respons~ of a system shock loaded from 
25oc to s0 c (detention 4 hours). 
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end products, gas chromatographic analysis indicated that 
traces of acetic·acid (approximately 30 mg/1) were present. 
The· temperature·drop from 25 to s0 c was effected in twelve 
hours• (three detention times) , i.e. 1 it was by no· means 
immediate; however, the system was not able to respond sat-
isfactorily. 
· Figure.59 shows the biochemical response·of a, system 
at a detention time of eigbt bours,, shock loaded.from a 
temperature of 25 to 17.5°C. The temperature change was 
effected in six hours, i.e •• three~fourths of the detention 
. time. From a steady· state value of 540 mg/1, the biologi-
cal solids: level dropped to approximately 420. mg/1. in· about 
twenty-two detention times,. and then slowly rose to nearly 
600 mg/1. During the transient condition.there.was a sig-
nificant.increase in total COD from approximately 60 mg/1 
to nearly. 180 mg/1 in abo.ut four detention times •. The 
anthrone COD value did not increase. Figure 60 shows the 
changes·insludge·composition during the·experiment. Dur-
ing the transient state.the protein content of the sludge 
increased by eight per cent, and the carbohydrate content 
decreased by four·per·cent. However, at the new steady 
·· state, the values were very near their pre-sb.ock values. 
The.RNA content rose from ten per cent to approximately 
fourteen per cent, and then returned. to the previous level; 
the change in DNA was very·small. 
Figure 61· shows the response to the same temperature 
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Figure 59 - Response of a system shock loaded from 
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· Figure 60 - Changes in .slu<,ige. composirtion of a 
system shock loaded from 2s0c to 17.50C 
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Figure 61 - Response of a sys teJD. shock loaded from 
2s0 c to 17. s0 c (detention 4· hours). 
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four hours.· Comparing these results with those shown in 
Figure 59 (8-hour detention time), it can be seen that the 
operating detention time (growth rate) affected the response 
pattern. The temperature drop from 25°C to 17.5°c was 
effected in six hours, or 1.5 detention periods. The 
solids concentration decreased from approximately_ 510 mg/1 
to 240 mg/1 in eight detention times, and then slowly rose 
to nearly_ 390 mg/1 within eighteen detention periods (72 
hours) from.the point of shock. The COD of the effluent 
appeared to have risen in two stages. During the first 
stage it rose from approximately 45 mg/1 to nearly 360 mg/1, 
and after some time it rose again to approximately 625 mg/1. 
By comparing the anthrone COD curve and the total COD curve, 
it can be seen that during the first stage of COD increase 
considerable amounts of metabolic intermediates.and/or end 
products·were released into the system. However, during 
.· the second stage, a major portion-. of the COD registered as 
carbohydrates. ·Analysis of samples by gas-liquid chromato-
graphy indicated that part of the intermediates released 
during the first stage was acetic acid. The acetic acid 
. concentration reached a maximum of 114 mg/1 expressed as 
COD. Figure 62 shows the changes in sludge composition 
during this experiment. The protein percentage values 
fluctuated, but in general there appeared to be a slight 
increase initially and afterward some decrease. The 
reverse effect was apparettt for the carbohydrate content of 
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Figure 62 - Changes in sludge composition of a 
system shock loaded from 2soc to 
11.s0 c (detention 4 hours). 
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· ima tely · 18 pe":r cent to nearly 15 per cent during the t:ran-
sient state, and. th,n gradually returned to 18 per. cent. 
The J;tNA ci0nt1ent :i..ncreased from appro:x:ima tely 12 per cent to 
21 pe:r c.ent during the unsteady conditions, and then slowly 
returned to an average value of approximately 13 per cent. 
There was a very small decrease in the DNA content. It is 
· noted .. that the changes in cell composition shown in Figure 
62 are very si.milar to those s.hown in Figure 60 for a sys-
tem subjected to the same temperature shock, but at a 
detention. time.of eight hours. 
2. Increase in Temperature 
Figure 63 depicts the system response to an increase 
in temperature from 25 to 36°C. The reactor detention time 
was eight hours, and the 11 degree increase in temperature 
was effected in a period of five detention times. This was 
rather a gradual change, and the system responded success-
fully. There was·a very slow lowering of the reactor sol-
ids level from approximately 490 mg/1 to nearly 420 mg/1 in 
· a pe:,."iod of fourteen detention.times, fol.lowed by an 
increase to approximately the previous·levelo The total 
transient response time with !'espect to solids was twenty-
' 
two detent:i.on times, but the decrease in solids concentra-
tion was rather small • .Also, the filtrate COD was only 
slightly affected; the values fluctuated between 40 and 80 
mg/1 •. The anthrone COD values were very low. Figure 64 
.shows the changes in·sludge composition caused by this 
·shock load. Complementary changes in protein and carbo-
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Figure 63 - Response o~ a system shock loaded from 
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Figure 64 - Changes in sludge composition of a 
system shock loaded from 25°C to 
360C (detention 8 hours). 
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hydrate content are quite apparent. The increase in tem-
perature caused an icttial lowering of the protein content 
by approximately 10 per·cent, followed by a return to the 
previous value. The carbohydrate content rose from approx-
imatelyl2.5 per cent to a maximum of 22 per cent, and.then 
gradually returned to the original value. The changes in 
RNA and DNA content were small. 
Figure 65 shows the same shock loading conditions 
imposed on asystem operating at a detention time of four 
hours. The temperature change from 25 to 36°C was completed 
in ten detention times (forty hours). The biological sol-
ids concentration underwent wide fluctuations during the 
temperature transient, and subsequently dropped to a steady 
state value of approximately 425 mg/1 from the pre~shock 
steady state value of nearly 575 mg/1. However, there was 
no significant rise in COD of the filtrate. The an.throne 
·COD was very low at all times. Thus, the data of Figures 
· 63 and 65 indicated that an increase from 25 to 36°C was 
easily accommodated at both four and eight-hour detention 
.times. 
Figure 66 shows the changes in sludge composition for 
the experiment shown in Figure 65. There was a pronounced 
increase in protein content of the sludge (from 43 to 55 
per cent). The initial depression in the percent protein 
curve observed for the eight-hour detention time (Figure 64) 
was not evident for the four-hour detention time (Figure 66) .. 
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· Fig;ure 66 - Changes in sludge Gomposition of a 
system shock. loaded from 25'°C tp 
36'°C (detention 4 hours). 
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and DNA content. 
Figure 67 shows the response of a system subjected.to 
a more· severe temperature. shock. The detention. time was 
eight hours, and .. the temperature was increased approximately 
two-fold. (25 to 47°C). The temperature change .was effected 
in approximately 3.5 detention.times (26 hours). The system 
experiericed a quite deleterious response. The biological 
solids·decreased from approximately 510 mg/1 to nearly 90 
mg/1, and then rose to a significantly lower new steady 
state· level of approximately.310 mg/1. During the period 
of.depiession.in the solids level the total effluent COD 
rose·to an abnormally high value of nearly 920 mg/1, but 
rapidly :returned to a·lower value. in response to the recov-
ery in solids concentration. The recovery of the system 
.:required approximately·seven detention times. From a com-
parison of the total and anthroneCOD values, it canbe 
seen that the major portion of the effluent COD was not in 
the· form.of carbohydrates. · Analysis by gas-liquid.chromato-
graphy did not indicate the presence of any volatile acids, 
and hence the metabolic intermediates·and/or·end products 
.that were·released. were.in some.form other than carbohy-
drates or volatile acids. Figure 68 shows changes.in 
, . sludg,e _composition during the experimental period. The pro-
tein content dropped·. slightly- and then gradually,- rose_ to 
approximately_ the same levels as before., Shock. The carbo-
hydrate content fluctuated widely during the transient con-
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Figure 68 - Changes in sludge composition of a 
system shock loaded from 25°C to 
47°C (detention 8 hours). 
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which i.s a.pproxim:ately h:a.lf of the value prior to the shock. 
1rhe RNA c9ntent decreased during tl).e transition state, and 
then rose slowly. There was a slight decrease in the DNA 
content. The most significant change in sludge.composition 
was the large decrease in carbohydrates at the elevated 
temperature. 
Fi.gure 69 shows the reaction of a steady state system, 
operated at.a detention time of four hours, when subjected 
to a change in temperature from 25 'to 47°C. The system 
experienced.a severe loss of substrate removal efficiency 
during the t:r.a·n.sient state. The change in temperature was 
effected in approximately seven. detention times. The bio-
logic a l solids decreased from a steady state :value of 
approximately, 515 mg/1, and were nearly.·washed out. of the 
aerator. The solids concentration fell to approximately 
12 mg/1. It is surprising that after staying at this low 
·value for·nearly forty hours, a rapid acclimation.took 
place and the sol~ds level rose to a new steady state value 
of approximately 320 mg/1. COD removal efficiency was 
· rapidly recovered as a result of the rise.in solids concen-
tration. The anthrone COD returned to its previous value. 
Itis interesting to note.that in this case the leakage of 
COD during the transient .was due to leakage.of the carbo-
hydrate substrate; however, for the same temperature change 
the system operated at a detention time of eight hours (see 
Figure 67) experienced COD leakage due· almost entirely to 
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Figure 69 - Response of a syst~m shock loaded from 
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Figu::ce '70 ~ Changes in sludge composition of a 
system shock loaded from 25°C to 47°C 
(detention 4 hours). 
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shows changes in sludge composition. during the experiment. 
In general, the response is similar to that seen in Figure 
66 for a less severe shock load under otherwise identical 
operating conditions; however, in this case, the decrease 
in carbohydI'a te and RNA content is more pronounced, and the 
increase in protein content is smaller. 
Figure 7+ shows the most,severe.temperature shock.that 
was applied.during the current investigations. The temper-
ature change (25 to 57.5°C) was effected during a time 
interval equivalent to six detention periods. The biolog-
ical solids decreased nearly to the point of complete wash-
out, but at the end of approximately ten detention periods 
thermophiles grew up and reached a new steady state solids 
level of approximately 180 mg/1. Upon application of the 
shock load, the COD curve rose rapidly, reaching a value 
equivalent to that in the influent COD. As the solids 
level increased, the COD decreased and attained a new steady 
state level of 450 mg/1. However, the purification effi-
ciency is not comparable with values generally expected of 
an activated sludge plant. During the transient state, the 
anthrone COD curve closely parallelled the COD curve, a 
result which is in total disagreement with the occurrence 
shown in Figure 67 for a less severe shock load. However, 
it is important to note that considerable quantities of 
metabolic intermediates and/or end products were released 
in the final steady state. Analysis of volatile fatty 
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Figure 71 - Response of a system shock l;.oaded from 
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acid was one of the compounds that was being produced, and 
that it reached maximum concentration at the end of· the 
transition state. 
Figure72 shows the response to a temperature shock 
0 from 25 to.57.5 C.at-a detention.time of four .hours. The 
temperature .shift was effected during a period of twelve 
·detention times. It.is noted. that the original steady state 
solids level was rather low (an average of 310 mg/1), and 
solids were washed out during three detention periods after 
initiation of the shock. For approximately twenty deten-
tion periods biological solids·were, for-~11 practical pur-
poses, absent from the system. - However, it.is evident that 
some organism.did persist, because the biological solids 
level eventually rose- to approximately_ 65 mg/1 and appeared 
to attain a steady state. -As·in the previous experiment, 
the system could not attain at this high temperature the 
efficiency it exhibited at 25°C. At the new steady state 
. the effluent COD was primarily due to carbohydrates. 
It is. to be emphasized.that-dissolved.oxygen measure-
ments were made periodically on all systems. In·all exper-
iments the level of dissolved oxygen was always higher than 
3 mg/1. 
Table-XII shows the changes in effluent COD and bio-
logical solids concentration in response to the changes in 
.temperature for all experiments. At the-shock temperature 
of s0 c the system broke down completely. At the 17.5°C 
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TABLE XII 
CHANGES IN EFFLUENT. COD AND BIOIDGICAL SOLIDS IN RESPONSE TO TEMPERATURE SHOCK !DADS 
Detention 8 hours Detention 4 hours 
-----initial Stead~ State. 
Temperature, C 25.0. 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.C 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 · 
.Final Steady ~tate 
Temperature, C 8.0 17.5 36.0 47.0 57.5 8.o 17.5 36.0 47.0 57.5 
Time to reach the 
New Temperature, hr 11 6 40 29 50 11 6 40 29 50 
Initial Steady State 
COD,· mg/1 I 100 60 72 100 66 I 72 45 64 84 138 
Maximum Transient 
State COD, mg/1 - 186. - 924 1062 - 372 - 1068 1056. 
Time to re.ach the. / 
Transient State ~· 
COD, hr - 32 - 35 62 - 24 - 53 55 
Minimum Transient·state 
I I 476 Solids, mg/1 - 414 420 93 8 - 240 12 3 
Time. to reach the 
Minimum Solids, hr I - 20 110 35 ,;50 I - 30 11 30 50 
.Final Steady State 
COD, mg/1 . I 930 48 - . 135 450 I 1020 624 80 132 648 . 
Time to reach the 
Final Steady 
State COD, .hr I 64 100 - 54 120 I l.72 120 130 112. 170 
F.:i.nal Steady State 
I I Solids, mg/1 24 594 - 306 180· 6 390 426 ~18 66 
Time to reach the 
Final Steady State 
Solids, hr I 32 160 - 70 130 I 34 70 130 110 140 
Maximum intermediates 
released, mg/1 I 300 169 - 882 420 I 300. 364 - 270 216 
Time to attain 
Maximum Intermediates, I 




recover, but the one at eight hour detention time.recovered 
completely. Also, at both detention times during the tem-
perature change from 25 to 36°C there was no significant 
.peak in.the transient response·for COD. As the.magnitude of 
the temperature shock·increased to 47 an.d.57.5°C it is to be 
noted that the transient peak value of COD reached approx-
imately the concentration of COD in the influent, indicating 
complete loss of treatment efficiency. However, at the post-
shock temperature of 47°C both systems. (four and eight-hour 
·detention time). acclimated, and purification capacity was 
restored. At 57.5°C the recovery was only partial. The 
mixed liquor biological .. solids concentration. in the systems 
during the transient state·decreased progressively as the 
severity of the· shock increased. The magnitude·of the post-
shock·steady· state COD also increased with.the severity of 
the temperature shock load; als9, the effluent COD was 
bigher·for the experiment run at the four-hour detention 
time when.compared. to that.at the eight-hour detention time 
(except at 36°C). The biological solids.level at the new 
steady state also decreased as the shock temperature was 
increased. The amount of metabolic intermediates·and/orend 
products as shown by the difference between COD and anthrone· 
COD was a maximum during the temperature shock from 25 to 
47°C at the eight-hour detention time,, and the maximum value 
occurred at thirty-five hours (4.4.detention times) after 
the shoe]{. 
Pre ... shock and post-shock parameters for the various 
174 
experiments are compared in Table XIII. At the eight-hour 
detention time the post-shock steady·state performance in 
the range 17.5-47°C lies in an acceptable range of effluent 
COD level. The system could not establish an acceptable 
final steady state performance at s0 c or 57.5°C. At 57.5°C 
the results were somewhat better than at s0 c, but solids 
·level and COD removal efficiency did not return to the pre-
shock level during the experimental period. Minimim pro-
tein content of the sludge occurred at 17.5°C (37 per cent), 
and maximum at 25 and 36°C (51 per cent). However, it is to 
be noted that at 25°C the average protein content varied 
from 40 to 51 per cent. Regarding the carbohydrate content, 
0 
the only significant change was at the 47 C shock tempera-
ture (17 to 7.5 per cent). 
At the higher growth rate (four-hour·detention.time) 
satisfactory new steady state performance was attained in 
the temperature range· 25 to 47°C. The effluent COD l,evels 
0 0 at 17.5 and 57.5 C were over 600 mg/1,· and at 8 C the sys-
tern was essentially washed.out. The COD removal efficiency 
decreased with the severity of the shock load. The decrease 
was generally faster at·the four-hour detention time as com-
pared to the eight-hour detention.time. Concerning.protein 
content, an increase in temperature caused an.increase in 
protein content of sludge,. and a decrease was registered 
for a decrease in temperature. Increase in temperature 
caused significant decrease in carbohydrate content. At 
either detenti.o:n time it would appear that higher operating 
TABLE XIII 
STEADY STATE PARAMETERS IN ALL EXPERlMF;NTS BEFORE .DD AFTER APPLYING TEMPERA'l'IJRE SHOCK LOADS 
Initial .Steady State (25°C). I Final Steady State 
con* Re.moval Reactor 
* -
con* Solids con* 
COD Removal 
Solids Efficiency An throne Protein Carbohy- - Temperature E:f:ficiency An throne 
mg/1. ing/l % COD* mg/1 %** drates ,;** oC mg/1 mg/1 % con* mg/1 
Detention 8 hours 
372 104 90 50 - - 8.0 24 930 12 630 
540 .60 94 18 40 21 17.5 594 48 96 18 
488 72 93 22 51 12 36._0 480 32 96 6 
510 99 91 54 42 17 47 .. 0 306 135 .87 18 
488 66 94 18 - - 57.5 180 _ 450 58 96 
Detention 4 hours 
558 74 93 24 - - 8.0 6 1020 4 894 
516 45 96 6- 45 18 17.5 390 624 42 597 
576 64 94 · 16 43 13 36.0 426 80 92 16 
516. 84 92 30 42 20 47.0 318 132 88 30 
312 138 87 24 - - 57.5 66 648 39 432 
*con refers to Effluent COD 
**Protein and Carbohydrates Expressed as.1. of Sludge 
Protein Carbo-· ** 











temperatures can be expected to cause a decrease in carbo-
hydrate content of the sludge. 
Table XIV gives the yields·at the various steady states 
in the several temperature shock loading experiments. At 
·both detention times the yield of cells is generally lower 
at higher temperatures. The variation in yield of carbo-
hydrates was greater than in.the protein. Beginning with 
the· 17,5°C temperature, the new:steady·.state parameters, 
, ' 
i.e., the yield of cells, protein and carbohydrate, 
decre·ased progr·ess·ivly · as the. temperature· was incre-ased. 
Changes in microbial morphology were noted at the 
various temperatures employed. The primary morphological 
change which was noted was that·the short thick rod.forms 
·which appeared. to predominate at the low temperatures 
shifted. to thin elongated forms.· at the higher· temperatures. 
·At47°C the cells upon approaching a new.steady state.elab-
·orated a.soluble greenisp.-grey pigment, which.disappeared 
· after they attained.the new steady state. The observed 
changes,in morphology and pigment-production may be the 
result of changes in microbial predominance. 
TABLE XIV 
YIELD OF CELLS, PROTEIN AND CARBOHYDRATE AT STEADY STATES .BEFORE AND AFTER TEMPERATURE SHOCK LOADING 
Initial Stead~ State Final Stead~ State 
Reactor eac'for 
Temperature Yield of Yield of Yield of Carbo-
0c Cells 'l, Protein % hydrates ·. % 
Temp5rature Yield of Yield of Yield of.Carbo-
C Cells % Protein % hydrates % 







































































'Much research in the wastewater treatment field in 
recent years has been devoted to the delineation of basic 
mechanisms underlying the various biological processes. It 
is becoming more and.more apparent that more·enlightened 
design and reliable operation of biological treatment proc-
esses depend upon a better understanding of the biochemical 
relationships governing the· response of natural populations. 
Most of the attention has been given to steady state oper-
ation, but there have been some studies aimed at determining 
the response to changes in the external environment. There 
have been various studies·in the basic microbiological field 
dealing with depiction of the transient responses to some 
types of shock loadings studied in the present investigation; 
. however, they were accomplished for the most part without 
regard to parameters of importance to the pollution control 
\ 
field. Furthermore, it is difficult to extrapolate the 
results of studies with pure cultures to results which one 
. might. obtain using heterogeneous populations. The studies 
·undertaken in the present.investigation were intended to 
throw some light on.the .basic aspects of the biochemical 
response, but more importantly, by use of heterogeneous 
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populations, the work was intended to be.more applicable to 
the waste water treatment field. 
A. Hydraulic Shock Loads 
Hydraulic shock loads were studied under two distinct 
conditions, i.e., conditions of constant influent organic 
concentration, and.conditions of constant daily organic 
loading. Under conditions of constant concentration.the 
·amount of organic matter entering the reactor in a given 
time increased.as the dilution rate increased.and decreased 
for shock loads involving a decrease. in dilution rate. 
Under constant.loading conditions the·amount of organic 
matter entering thf:3 reactor per unit time remained constant 
tegardless of the change.in dilution rate. It was desir-
·able to study both types of conditions, since both types of 
environmental change may be imposed upon systems in the 
field, and from a basic standpoint it was desirable to 
assess possible relationships between these two types of 
environmental change. In all experiments the steady state 
"detenti'ori "t:inie bef~r;l:lmposing the shock load was eight 
hours, and.an inflow concentration of 1000 mg/1 glucose was 
maintained. At the eight'-hour deteiitioif tiniE:f this· glucose , 
feeding concentration corresponded to an organic loading of 
·19s lbs of COD/1000 cu.ft of aerator volume per day. Under 
both conditions of shock loading the flow rate was changed 
over·a wide range (25 to 350 per cent). Under conditions 
. of constant concentration the change in flow rate led to 
changes in organic loadings-from.49.5 to 693 lbs of COD/ 
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1000 cu.ft of aerator capacity per day, whereas under con-
stant loading conditions the reactor loading.remained con-
stant at 198 lbs COD/day per 1000 cu.ft of aerator capacity, 
and glucose concentration was appropriately varied from 4000 
to 286 mg/1. 
Under conditions of constant concentration shock loads 
involving an increase in detention time (decrease in dilu-
tion rate) did not cause serious malfunction of the system 
with respect to effluent COD concentration, as can be seen 
from Figures 2, 4, and 6. However, these shock loads did 
cause some fluctuation in the level of biological solids. 
These ~esults indicate that shock loads of this type can be 
successfully handled by the biological population. It 
· might be argued that such a result should have been antici-
pated, and indeed it was. On the other hand one could not 
·say, without experimental evidence, that.the forcible change 
of growth rate would not exert a deleterious effect severe 
enough to dilute out cells. However, based upon the obser-
vations made during these experiments, it can be said that 
any possible deleterious effects due to the forcible meta-
bolic "slowing down 11 period was more than made up for by 
the increased detention time, and disruption of system 
efficiency did not ensue. 
Regarding changes in sludge composition during these 
·shock.loadings, there appeared to be an increase in the·RNA 
level as the dilution rate was decreased (see Figure 3). 
The increase in RNA.does not appear to be very significant, 
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but it is important to note that Herbert's results indicate 
that the reverse should have occurred, i.e., RNA content 
increases as dilution rate is increased (22). Herbert's 
.findings seem reasonable, since at higher dilution rates 
(growth rates) a higher complement of RNA.is necessary to 
accommodate.the faster rate of cell synthesis. However, in 
the present study it must be remembered that heterogeneous 
populations were employed, and changes in predominance·were 
noted as the dilution rate was decreased. This was partic-
ularly evident for the shock load leading to a detention 
time of thirty-two hours; a distinct change in color of the 
reaction liquor was noted. Since the level of RNA may vary 
with the bacterial species (22), it is possible that cells 
with a normally higher RNA. level predominated at the higher 
detention time. It is interesting to note that Cassel, et 
al •. (28) have also noted changes in micropial predominance 
with different dilution rates. Changes in protein and car-
bohydrate content during the shock load leading to detention 
times of $ixteen hours ·(Figure 5) and :I.O. 67 hours· (Figure 7) 
indicated.that there was a slight rise in protein content 
and, at the sixteen-hour detention time, a significant 
decrease. in the carbohydrate content. 
The results for hydraulic shock loadings under constant 
concentration conditions leading to incre~sed dilution rates 
or·decreased detention. times were shown.in Figures 8 to 17 • 
. It .. is important to !lote that the system successfully· re-
sponded to a fifty per cent increase in flow rate (detention 
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time eight to 5.33 hours) without a significant rise in COD 
of the effluent. This shock load.led to a change.in organic 
loading from 198 to 297 lbs of COD/1000 cu ft of aerator 
capacity per day. Even at a.100 per cent hydraulic and 
organic overl~ad. (see Figure 10) there was very little 
disruption.of COD removal efficiency in the transient state. 
However, at this shock loading level a response which.was 
found. to be f~irly characteristic of all succeeding·shock 
.loads· (hydraulic)· at lower detention times in this.series 
.at constant concentration became evident. In response to 
the increase in flow rate, the solids concentration 
decreased slightly and COD concentration increased. ,Follow-
ing this, the solids level began to increase, and caused a 
concomitant decrease in the concentration of the effluent 
COD. At this shock loading.level the leakage of COD was not 
due.to the leakage of glucose, but was attributable to 
metabolic intermediates and/or end products. 
\ 
For the more severe hydraulic shock loadings· (see 
Figures 12, 14 and 16), the same general pattern of solids 
\ 
dilute-out and recovery and COD leakage and recovery were 
experienced. However, as the gilution rate increased, 
solids recovery and recovery of COD removal efficiency 
became progressively less complete. At.the most.severe 
shock loading (Figure 16) there was a smooth.transition to 
the new steady state·, i.e., there was no dip in the biolog-
ical solids curve followed by a rise in solids concentra-
tionthrough the new steady state level. The fact that.the 
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new steady state solids concentration was lower than that 
before the shock at dilution rates greater than o.313 hour- 1 
indicates that at these dilution rates the system was 
approaching dilute-out. Values of~ and K were not ,- max s · 
determined.in these studies; however, it is interesting to 
· note.that Gaudy, Ramanathan and Rao (99). observed.that cell 
dilute-out was initiated in this range of dilution rates 
for heterogeneous populations grown on glucose at 1000 mg/1 • 
. It. is of interest to compare the present :results with those 
·of Krishnan,. who studied quantitative shock loadings. He 
observed (20) that a completely mixed system operating at a 
detention time of eight.hours·was capable of accommodating, 
without serious impairment of system efficiency,.an organic 
overload of 200 per cent, i.e., an increase in substrate 
concentration from 1000 mg/1 to 3000 mg/1. In.the current 
studies it is seen that a hydraulic overload of 100 per 
· cent, i.e. 3 a decrease. in detention. time from eight hours 
to four b,ours, can be accommodated without serious impair-
ment of system efficiency. Thus, it may be stated that 
completely mixed systems exhibit a considerable degree of 
versatility with respect to biochemical efficiency of sub-
strate. removal. It. is emphasized that these studies were 
concerned solely with the biochemical efficiency of the 
system; since sludge recycle was not practised and the 
systems were entirely dispersed, the above statements 
regarding the magnitude of environmental change which can 
be accommodated do not necessarily apply to over ..... all system 
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· efficiency, which would include sludge settleability. 
T~e data on cell composition before, during, and after 
the hydraulic shock loadings·leading to an increase.in 
dilution rate were shown in Figures·9, 11, 13 1 15, and 17. 
From these figures it may. be discerned that.the general 
trend as dilution rate increased was a.decrease in the pro-
tein· content of the sludge and an increase in the carbohy-
. dra te content. From these results it would appear. that the 
cells cannot begin to replicate immediately. at the high 
growth rate equal to the imposed dilution.rate. This is 
evident.from immediate decrease in cell concentration, and 
.this would appear to be substantiated by the fact that the 
protein,, content of the cells in the unit at any. time imme-
diately,-after the shock .decreased. However, the fact .that 
·.the carbohydrate content in the· system.rose indicates that 
the synthetic capability of the cells.for mak:ing components 
· other than protein is not·as seriously impaired. It should 
be noted_that the increase in percent carbohydrate of the 
cells comes about not simply·because the protein is diluted 
out; . f·or those experiments for which the absolute concen-
tration of carbohydrate in the cells is shown, e.g., 
.Figures 8,- 10, and. 12, it is seen that.the carbohydrate 
concentration.increased. The RNA content.of the sludge was 
assessed for the most. severe· shock loading.· (dilution rate. 
o.437 hour"""1) shown,in-Figure.17; the RNA content increased 
.throughout the transient response. This result was in 
agreement with.the fin<;'.lings of Herbert, who·used·a pure 
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·CUlture,of Aerobacter·aerogenes (22). This result seems 
highly plausible,. since even if a change in predominance 
occurred, one would expect faster growing cells to contain 
.a higher complement of RNA. 
Response to sbock loa~in:gs·under constant loading con-
ditions for changes leading to decreased dilution rates 
were· shown in Figures. 1s,·21,. and 23. It will be remembered 
that under these conditions the incoming substrate concen-
tration was increased.as the detention.time,was increased 
. in order to keep. the loading constant. If the response of 
the·$ystem were governed by the magnitude or ;ate of organic 
loa~ing, one would expect that· a doubling or.quadrupling of 
deten.tion time. would acco?r!,modate. ,a doubling or quadrupling 
of substrate,concentration;in.the inflow. Whil& this sur-
mise seems plausip:J.e for steady state operation, there is 
· no guarantee that. there would be a,. smooth transition during 
. which no substrate would be lost in the effluent, nor can 
one predict the magnitude. of the complementary changes in 
·. detention time and substrate concentration which could be 
assimilated by the .system without a severely deleterious 
transient response. The results shown in Figure 18 clearly 
indicate.that an.increase in detention. time from eight hours 
to thirty-two hours accompanied by an inc:rease·in..substrate 
concentration. from 1000. mg/1 to 4000 mg/1, could not be 
smoothly effectedwithout ('Jisruption,of substrate removal 
efficiencya The maximum decrease.in COD removal efficiency 
during.· the tra.nsient state. was· 8 per cent. The system 
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returned to its previous steady state level of COD removal 
efficiency in slightly over six detention times. It is seen 
in Figure 21 that when the detention time was doubled and 
the influent substrate concentration was doubled, there was 
a smooth transition without any loss·of substrate removal 
efficiency. Comparing these responses under constant load-
ing conditions with those responses leading to increased 
. detention times for constant concentration conditions, it 
may be seen that while rather severe environmental changes 
can be imposed without very serious deterioration of .sub-
strate removal eff~ciency, the constant loading condition 
· does.· appear to lead to a somewhat more deleterious transient 
response. This would appear to arise primarily. because of 
the fact that under constant loading conditions the system 
actually receives a quantitative shock loading when the 
detention time is increased. These results have emphasized 
the ·fact that t:he. c··o US t a.n:t. l'Cfad fn g ·· parameter, i.e., ·.. ... .. . . . ' 
eqtiivllleri.ce·of organic concentration and detentio~ time, so 
often relied upon for. the design of treatment plants, is 
after all an artificial parameter established for use in 
steady state conditions and does have limits of application 
with regard to operational considerations such as shock 
loadings. 
Changes· in sludge compo1:;d tion during a shock under 
constant. loading conditions leading to increas.es in deten-
tion time were shown in Figures 19, 22, and 24. The general 
trend under.· these conditions indicates a decrease in protein 
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and RNA.and an. increase in carbohydrate and.DNA in response 
to the shock loading. The reverse trend.was observed for 
_- the same hydraulic shock loads· under constant_ concentration 
conditions. 
The results for hydraulic shock loadings-leading to an 
increase in dilution rate and concomitant decrease in con-
centration of the carbon source (constant loading conditions) 
were shown in Figures 25 to 30. It was seen that, as would 
be expected, the biological solids concentration decreased 
in response to this type-of shock load. It is important to 
note that there was at no time a severe transient response 
- involving an increase in effluent COD. It would appear, 
therefore, that during the period of cell dilute-out in the 
transient state, there was· sufficient time for the popula-
tion to adjust to the new growth -rate or sufficient time for 
selection-of cells wbicb could exist·in the unit at the 
· higher growth rate. The types of shock loads applied during 
-this series of experiments are those which might be expected 
as a result of storm water runoff, and it would appear from 
these results that such shock loads cannot be expected to 
decrease biochemical efficiency. However, it is important 
__ to emphasize again.that such shock loads -may_ -have serious 
effects upon sludge settleability. 
Changes in sludge com.position during two of the shock 
loads of this series were shown in Figures 27 and 29. The 
results-indicate a decrease in protein content, and an 
-increase in carbohydrate content of the sludge. The same 
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general trend. of changes in protein.and carbohydrate content 
were observed.for shock loadings of incre•sed dilution 
rates under constant concentration conditions. The trends 
seem to indicate that at higher steady state growth rates 
the cells have a tendency to store carbohydrate-or that.the 
higher dilution rates tend to select cells·with higher car-
bohydrate content. 
Figure-31 snowing the changes in yield and COD removal 
efficiency clearly indicates that a change in flow.rate at 
constant loading conditions causes more variation in yield 
tban,a change under constant ~oncentration con~itions. 
From this it appears that the change in yield df cells is 
· depencient more on the in.f.luent ox-gan:ic concentration, anc'I 
• le.es on tb,e daily. organic· loac'ling~ Unde:t1 co:ns1;ant load;i.ng 
conditione change in yield tend~ to inorea$@ when the 
influent organic concentration tends to decreasei and vice 
versa. However, for the system shocks resulting in a dilu ... 
tion rat~ in the kinetic ''dilute ... out" region, th~ chanse in 
yield decreases, i.e., the yield after the shock approaches 
· the value.it had before the shock. The fact that.yield did 
not stay,constant even at pre ... iihock·steacly state during 
these constant· loading experiments is clearly established, 
This finding is in opposition to the theory of Servizi and 
Bogan (100) 1 which stated,that there is a constant propor-
tionality between yield and free energy of oxidation,of the 
substrate. It-would appear that,in heterogeneous systems 
yield may be dependent upon several factors, including-the 
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predominating species, the detention time 1 and, at least 
during hydraulic shock loading conditions, on the influent 
organic concentration. The importance of the predominating 
species or organisms in the determination of yield was 
demonstrated by Rao and Gaudy (101). The data on hydraulic 
shock loads also indicated some changes in predominance at 
extreme variations in dilution rates, and hence the predom-
inating species may·be involved in the determination of 
yield in heterogeneous systems. The negative change in COD 
removal efficiency under constant concentration conditions 
at the dilution rates higher than 0.25 hour-l is believed to 
be due.to the fact.that at these dilution rates the systems 
were obeying the kinetic dilute-out to be expected in 
. accordance with steady state theory (99). 
B. pH Shock Loads 
All pH shock loading studies were conducted at a deten-
tion. ti.me. of eig.ht hourse The change in pH was effected by 
varying the phosphate compounds in the feed. However, for 
all experiments the COD/P.ratio was maintained at 3.4/1 .. 
In all cases the pH.at the initial steady state, i.ee, 
before applying the shock loading, was approximately 6.5. 
The results for shock loadings which increased the pH 
were shown in Figures·32 to 36 for systems.in.which sludge 
recycle was not employed. This type of shock loading 3 
at the levels of pH investigated, caused no deleterious 
effects with·respect to effluent COD and anthrone COD. How-
ever, it is seen that the system was not unaffected by these 
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pH changes, since the biological solids concentration was 
· subject to rather wide fluctuation after the shock. Changes 
' in sludge composition at these shock loading levels did.not 
appear to be significant, although there was a noticeable 
reduction in protein content and the carbohyd~ate content 
increased somewhat. Results for the system in which sludge 
recirculation was practised were shown in Figures 34 and 35. 
It is interesting to note that the pH of the feed solution 
was the same as that for the experiment shown in Figures 32 
and 33, but the resulting reactor pH was significantly lower 
than that observed in the once-through system, showing the 
effect of higher solids concentration in the unit in which 
sludge recycle was practised. The major difference in 
response between these two experiments is the transient rise 
in solids concentration, and the higher level of solids 
maintained at the new steady state. The higher solids level 
is not a result of changes in the.concentration or flow rate 
of the recycled sludge, and there is no readily apparent 
explanation.for the increase in solids concentration. There 
· was no readily observable change in microbial predominance. 
Comparison of the two results does indicate that COD removal 
was somewhat improved when cell recycle was·employed. 
The results of shock.loads leading to acid pH were 
shown in. Figures 38 to 52. These shock ·.loadings· were 
studied in greater detail, since they are in all probability 
the most common ones encountered in the field, and, due to 
the normally higher production of carbon dioxide in.aerobic 
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systems, it would certainly seem that activated sludge 
processes are less poised to receive acid shock loads than 
alkaline shock loads. Also, the operati.onal problems 
encountered.with the alkaline shock, i.e., precipitation of 
\.. 
inorganic salts militated against their study at very high 
pH values. Since a considerable number of acid pH shock 
loads were investigated, it seems appropriate first to dis-
cuss the results for those cases wherein sludge recycle was 
not practised.. Responses with respect to solids concentra-
tion and effluent COD for these cases were shown in Figures 
38, 40, 41, 47, and 49, and cover shocks leading to pH from 
6.15 to 3.00. In all these cases the system recovered com-
pletely from the shock loadings. The general trend of 
response in the transient state was a decrease in solids 
and concomitant increase in COD of the effluent, followed 
by a recovery of the solids concentration and a decrease in 
·COD of the effluent and eventual recovery of COD removal 
efficiency. The results of microscopic observations made 
during the period of decreasing and increasing solids con-
centration during these experiments (see Figures 53 through 
56) indicate that extreme changes in microbial predominance 
occurred. It was observed that before imposing the shock 
loadings, the predominant microbial forms present were rod-
shaped bacteria and many protozoa were present; throughout 
the transient state 2 filamentous forms gained predominance. 
It-is interesting to note that Slyter, et al. (46)~ in 
their studies on the effect of pH on population dynamics 
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and fermentation in a simulated rumen ecosystem, observed 
that protozoa were present in low concentrations at acid pH 
values. Also Rogers and Wilson (63), in their studies on 
the decomposition of sewage in acid mine drainage water, 
observed that in the pH range 5 to 7 the microbial popula-
tion consisted mostly_ of bacteria, and in the pH range 3.5 
to 5, yeasts predominated. From the present studies and 
results-of the studies cited above, it seems evident that a 
change in pH imposes an extremely selective pressure upon 
biological systems. It is interesting_to note that sludge 
yield in the steady state at lower pH levels is, in general 
significantly higher than the steady state yield which was 
observed at the neutral pH prior to the shock. Some inves-
tigators have attempted to relate sludge yield to waste 
water COD, claiming that for certain types of compounds, 
for example.i carbohydrates, the sludge yield was a constant 
fraction of the COD of the waste. From these results it 
can be seen that such generalization is not possible, since 
a change in pH with no change in COD of the waste caused 
considerable change in sludge yield. In regard to the leak-
age of COD in the effluent, it seems apparent from the 
results.of shock loadings leading to pH values of 6.15 and 
5o75 that such changes in pH could be accommodated with 
relatively little disturbance of the system. For the shock 
leading to the pH value of 5.75 there was no leakage of 
COD; for the milder shock (pH 6 .15) there was _some leakage 
of COD. However 9 this result would appear to be somewhat 
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atypical in that the COD response was somewhat delayed. It 
·.seems. reasonable to conclude that a change in pH from 
neutrality, i.e., 6.5, to pH 5e75 can be adequately accom-
modated from the standpoint of biochemical efficiency of 
the system. · Shock loads in between thbse leading to pH 
values.of 5.75 and 3.50 could not be made because of poor 
buffering action of phosphate salts in this range of pH, 
and it could not be determined from this study at which pH 
severe disruption may begin to ensue. However, it is appar-
ent from the results obtained at pH levels of 3.5 and below 
.that such shock loadings can be expected to cause severe 
disruption of the system. However, it is also apparent 
that these once-through systems co'l;lld recover from shocks 
down to pH 3.0. At this range of pH the point of maximum 
COD in the effluent (and minimum mixed liquor suspended 
. solids) occurred in approximately three to four detention 
periods after administering the shock. Recovery of COD 
removal efficiency took place wi.thin ten to fifteen deten-
tion times. 
The biological solids and COD responses which were 
shown in Figures 43 and 45 for which sludge recirculation 
was practised, together with the response shown in Figure 
47, offer a convenient means for comparing the effect of 
biological solids level on the response to comparable pH 
shock loadings. The steady state biological solids concen-
tration in the reactor for the experiment shown in Figure 
43 was maintained.at approximately. 2200 mg/1 before the 
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shock by. recycle of a large portion of the sludge which 
settled in the clarifier. The 1:;>iological solids concentra-
tiondecreased rather severely to approximately900 mg/1; 
however:, the COD removal efficiency was for all practical 
purposes undisturbed. One of the primary reasons for 
decrease in the solids was the progressive disruption of 
flocculating_and settling characteristics of the sludge 
after administering the shock loading. Mi~roscopic obser-
vations inqicated that as the solids concentration level 
dropped, a larger proportion of the population consisted 
of filamentous organisn~; however, throughout .the experi-
ment bacteria predominated. For the results which were 
· shown in Figure 45 the steady state solids level before the 
shock was approximately 600 mg/1. This solids level was 
maintained by recycling.a smaller portion of the solids. 
Furthermore:, an attempt was made to maintain the recycle 
solids input constant by centrifuging the supernatant and 
making up the recycled solids to the desired constituency. 
The recycle volume was 33.33 per cent of the inflow, and on 
the average, the biological solids concentration in the 
+ recycled sludge was 1000 - 100 mg/1. The general response 
.to this shock load was similar to that observed for compar-
able shock loading without recirculation (see Figure 47); 
however, the maintenance of a higher initial steady state 
solids concentration prevented the nearly complete dilute-
out of cells experienced in the once-through system, and 
resulted in less leakage of COD in the effluent (600 mg/1 
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compared to 900 mg/1). ·· These experiments provide· a definite 
indication of the beneficial effects of maintaining higher 
biological solids concentration for providing greater·abil-
ity to accommodate pH shock loadings, even though sludge 
recycle has a tendency to suppress changes in predominance. 
Although one might expect that the best way to hasten 
recovery from an acid shock would be to seek ways and means 
to hasten a change in predominance to organisms-which were 
best suited to the environment, it would appear that cells 
retained from the previous steady state can acclimate to 
the new pH condition and make a positive.contribution to 
the recovery of system efficiency. 
Changes resulting in pH values below 3.0 (see Figure 
52, pH 2.7) cannot be accommodated, and in the present 
studies.led.to nearly complete wash-oµt of the system. It 
is, however, interesting to note that the ~iological solids 
·did not completely wash ou.t, and the substrate·concentration 
in the reactor did not become as high as the influent con-
centration, indicating tha.t some organisms were growing, 
and it seems entirely possible that with prolonged accli-
mation to this pH condition the system may have recovered. 
Changes in sludge composition during the acid pH 
shock loading studies were shown in Figures 39, 42, 44, 46, 
48, and 50. The following trends seem apparent during the 
transient and the new steady state. In general, the protein 
content of the cells decreased during the transient, and 
remained.low.in the new steady state •. On the other·hand, 
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the carbohydrate content increased during the transient and 
remained at a higher level during the new.steady state. The 
RNA and DNA contents of the cells also increased during the 
transient, and the RNA content remained slightly. higher than 
in the initial steady state after attaining the new steady 
state condition; after increasing in the transient state, 
the DNA content decreased to a new lower level. It is 
emphasized that the response and recovery pattern for the 
shock loads indicated that.the population changed from one 
consisting primarily of bacteria and protozoa to one con-
sisting mainly of filamentous organisms. Protein content 
of the sludge before the shock loads varied from 51 to 65 
per cent, which compares well with values reported in the 
literature for bacterial populations. The protein content 
'-
in the new steady state resulting from the pH shock load 
\. 
varied from 15 to 39 per cent, a range more consistent with 
the protein content of 10 to 25 per cent reported in the 
literature for fungi (102). A reliable range of carbohy-
drate.content of the fungi could not be found in the liter-
ature, but from the present results it would appear that 
',. 
.the carbohydrate content of the fungi can reach higher 
values than those reported for bacteria under steady state 
conditionso The changes in RNA and DNA content during the 
transient, i.e., the increasing trend, seems predictable on 
the basis of the observed changes in predominance during 
the shock loading. It may be reasoned that as the bacterial 
cells were diluting out of the system and a new population 
consisting predominantly of fungi was growing up, under 
conditions of high.substrate concentration wherein their 
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growth rate was not precisely controlled by dilution rate, 
larger·amounts of materials needed for replication may be 
produced. 
C. Temperature'.Shock_Loads 
It should be recalled_ that studies on temperature shock 
loading were conducted at four~hour and eight-hour detention 
_times, and at either detention time the rapidity of the 
change in temperature.for any specific temperature shock 
was approximately the same. The results for shocks leading 
to temperatures below the initial steady state temperature 
were shown in Figures 57 through 62. The most severe shock 
applied-was one which led to a new steady state temperature 
-o of 8 C, and it is seen by comparing Figures 57 and58 
(eight-hour and four-hour detention.times, respectively) 
\. 
that the detention time in.the unit or the growth rate did 
not play a major role in determining the course of the 
response, i.e.,. the system efficiency was disrupted with 
_ nearly_ the same rapidity and to nearly_ the same extent at 
the eight-hour detention time as at the four-hour detention 
time. The rather poor response at this extreme cool tern-
·perature may be- due _to intracellular damage to some cells 
and death of other cells. According to Kavanau (93), 
"the sugar transport·mechanisms are affected by conform-
ational changes in the protein carriers due to their hyper-
folding_- caused by the increase in the number of intermolec-
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ular hydrogen bonds." Kavanau's· hypothesis could explain 
.the inactivity of the system as being due to ~artial shield-
ing of active sites, thereby affecting the rate of enzymic 
reaction. Strange.and Dark (78)found that when certain gram 
negative organisms which were growing in the exponential 
phase in the temperature range 30-40°C were suspended in a 
diluent such as water or buffer and rapidly cooled .. to 0-5°C, 
a large portion of the organisms were killed .and they 
released nucleotides, amino acids, and ATP into the medium. 
Analyses for such intracellular components in the medium 
were not made during the present .studies; however, it is 
noted .that at the four-hour detention time.acetic acid was 
found in the medium. In any event, it may be surmised from 
the results shown in Figures 57 and 58 that the system can-
not be expected to ~xhibit recovery from a severe cold shock 
within a reasonable period. 
') 
0 .Regarding the milder cold shock, i.e., .25 to 17.5 c, 
shown in Figures 59 and 61, it may be discerned that the 
· longer detention.time afforded greater resistance to the 
environmental change. 
Due to the fact that.biological solids nearly diluted 
•. out at the. se.vere cold shock, analyses for cell composi ti.on 
were not made; however, at the milder cold shock, analyses 
for protein,. carbohydrate, RNA and DNA were made. The 
results at the eight~hour and four-hour detention periods 
·were shown in Figures 60 and 62 respectively. The changes 
in sludge composition at both detention times exhibit the 
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same general trend; during the period of cell dilute-out 
there was a slight rise in protein and RNA content of the 
sludge and a slight decrease in cellular carbohydrates; the 
\. 
DNA content remained approximately the same throughout the 
transient. The concurrent increase in :EWA and protein 
could be indicative of unrestricted growth (i~e., in high 
substrate concentration) of cells which were capable of 
growing at the lower temperature. While incapacitated cells 
were diluting out of the system, a shift.in species pre-
dominance could have been occurring which was reflected in 
higher levels of RNA and protein of these more rapidly 
growing cells. It is noted, however, that no changes in 
predominance could be detected by microscopic observations. 
The respor.i.ses of systems. to an increase in temperature 
were shown in Figures 63 to 72, The typical pattern for 
all responses involves a depression and recovery of the bio-
logical solids curve and an increase in effluent COD fol-
lowed by recovery of COD removal efficiency. Microscopic 
observations made during the course of these responses 
indicated that changes in predominance occurred during the 
period of cell dilute-out and recovery. These were partic-
ularly evident at the 47 and 57.5°C. temperature. At the 
initial steady state temperatures the predominating forms 
were short, thick rods; these began to dilute out of the 
· system during the depression in biological solids concen-
tration and were gradually replaced by thin elongated cells 
which came into greater and greater predominance as the 
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biological solids concentration recovered. Thus the shape 
of the response curves for solids and COD can be attributed 
to the effect 0£ a shift.in predominance. 
Sludge protein, carbohydrate, RNA. and DNA. were deter-
mined for shock loadings·at the 36 and 47°C level, and the 
results were presented .in Figures 64, 66, 68, and 70. The 
general trend appears to indicate that at the faster growth 
rate (four-hour detention,time) as the temperature was 
increased, the percent protein increased and the percent 
carbohydrate ;u1,d RNA. decreased. It will also 'be recalled 
. that cell· yield decreased.as the temperature was increased. 
There. is insufficient information concernin.s. the effects of 
elevated temperatures on cellular components to allow inter-
pretation of these results. The coupling of an increase in 
protein content with a decrease in RNA content would appear 
. L 
to be somewhat inconsistent un.less elevated. temperatures 
·affect these components differently, 
In general,. it ,may be tentatively concluded.that. a 
system operating. initially·at a temperature of 25°C can 
more,readily· absorb shock loadings of higher·temperature 
.than colder temperatures, Also, .the detention.time.appears 
to play a role in determining the course of the response. 
The· leakage of effluent COD during the transient condition 
:was· lower, and the system recovered.faster at the eight-
hour detention time than at the four-hour detention.time. 
In analyzing these results it is necessary to stress once 
-again.that in these studies it was the biochemical effi-
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ciency of the response which was determined 3 i.e., the 
effect of the shock on sludge settleability was not the 
subject of investigation. The only other study reported in 
.the literature dealing with changes in temperature of con-
tinuously cultured heterogeneous populations is the study 
of Dougherty and McNary (88). They did not give the deten-
tion time in the experimental apparatus they employed; how-
ever, from the data they do provide, the best approximation. 
\ 
for the detention time is eighteen hours. Also, in their 
studies they employed solids recycle and the change in 
temp~rat ure was consideraJ:>ly more gradual, tban in the pres-
ent is·tud:i,eis. They found tba t wben tb.e tempe;1;ature o;f: tb.e 
culture was raised by 1090 (in the range of study 2l,-46°C), 
tl.le ef:t:luent became turJ:>id and the effluent l30l> i.ncreased 2 
a:t:ter a few days the sludge "acclimated" and the effluent 
BOD returned to its previou.s concentration. Since in the 
t t d • a.. "" .. ·. ·.,·. s·.e.• .. - i ... n. te ... m ... p·.e ... "' .. :a_.t_u_ r ... e f.··:r.•om 2. 5.·_ t.o 3.· 6°C d1.·.d presen ~:LU· .. :ies _ .,, .. . __ . _ . ~. 
not cause aay ~igaifiaant inarea$e in the filtrate COD~ 
i.e.~ no decrease in biochemical effiaieaay, it may be sur-
mised that the r•ise in effluent BOD ob~erved by Dougherty 
and McNary was pri.marily due to a decrease in the floacula ... 
tion. and settling abilities of the organisms. It is sig-, 
nif:i.c:ant to note that they, too, observed a change in pre-
dominance during the period in which the temperature was 
changed. 
D. Va:r•iation in Steady State Parameters· at Constant Deten-
tion Time 
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It will be recalled that for most of the shock loaQing 
studies, the initial steady state before applying the shock 
-1 was attained at a dilution rate of 0.125 hour (eight-hour 
detention time) and this steady state prior to applying any 
. shock was always attained by starting the unit on fresh 
seed of heterogeneous population from the municipal sewage 
treatment plant in Stillwater, Oklahoma. Thus, the data 
.obtained before applying the ~hock i~ valuable from the 
~tandpaint of det~rmining the degree of variation under aan-
dition~ far which the only variable wa~ the initial hetera-
geneau1 population; thei~ data are ~ummarized in Table XVM 
Each value shown in the table represents an,average obtained 
from analys~s of three to five sample1, It is ,~en that 
eve!ln under conitari,t operational canditian11 (tempe;ratur~ 
· 25 ± 1°c~ pH,6,55 ± 0,16, dilution rate 0,125 ± 0,004 hou,-~ 
or det~nt:icrn, tim~ 8 hours :±' 0,25 hour; conetant compoiit:lon 
o:f the 1rowth m~c:Jium and coru1tant air flow rate) ther~ wa!il 
considera'ble variatio:n. in the so-called "steady state" 
parameters. It is int\resting to note that Rao and Gaudy 
(101) working with batch operated activated sludge# also 
observed considerable variation in cell yield for hetero-
gene,ous populations, Krishnan. (20), during the course of 
conducting continuous flow studies pertinent to quantitative 
shock loads, also noted considerable variation in the steady 
state cell yield prior to applying the shock. It seems 
apparent from Table XV that the procedure employed in the 
present study, i.e., determination' of steady state condi-
\ 
TABLE x-V 
IDJiTA F.OR "STEADY STATE" PARAMETERS BASED ON ALL EXPERIMENTS AT 8-HOUR DETENTION THIE AND 1000 mg/1 GLUCOSE lN THE INFLUENT 
F:i_gur.e Solids Effluent Yield ·of COD Removal Protein in Carbohydrate RNA in DNA in Anthrone COD 
Number .mg/1 COD .mg/1 Cells% % Sludge% in Sludge% Sludge % Sludge% mg/1 
1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4, 5 5.10 80 52 92 50 21 - - 32 
,.6" 7 460 94 48 91 38 12 - - 16 
'.8., 9 580 52 58 95 57 15 - - 38 
10, 11 43·5 80 44 92 60 23 - - 40 
12, 13 532 75 54 93 54 19 - - 34 
JA., 1·5 536 .138 58 87 53 19 - - 22 
1.6., 17 540 80 55 92 49 13 18 - 12 
l8,, 19 412 112 43 90 47 25 28 3.5 76 
:2l,, 22 420 :71 42 '93 51 5.7 - - 10 
:23_, 24 563 54 56 95 53 17 - - 25 
25 536 52 53 95 - - - - 24 
.2'6., 27 380 124 41 88 53 12 - - 48 
28., 2:9 .304 148 33 '86 59 12 - - 54 
:3U 344 °160 38 85 - - - - 68 
:3:2 . ., '33 464 .rno 48 91 30 7.5 - 8.0 4 
3•6., 37 4'92 52 49 ·95 35 7.5 14 8.0 20 
38., 39 480 100 50 91 - - 9 3.2 36 
·40 530 100 55 91 - - - - 20 
4I, 42 ·375 225 45 '79 56 15 - 3.6 
4.17, 48 432 66 43 94 47 19 8 2.5 16 
4.19., :50 450 144 49 86 67 13 13 4.0 10 
52 609 93 '63 91 - - - 12 
57 ·372 104 39 90 - - - - 50 
59., 60 540 60 :54 94 39 21 9.8 3.5 111 
63, :64 488 72 49 :93 51 12 9 2.5 22 
:57, 68 510 :99 53 '91 42 17 16 3.5 54 
71 488 66 49 94 - - - - 18 
:Maximum 
':Value 609 '225 63 95 67 25 28 8.0 76 
:Mean 
:V:a1ue 473 :94 4.9 91 50 15 13.9 4.2 30 
,Mi;nimum 
Value 3.04 52 33 79 30 5.7 8 2.5 4 
:Pe:rc.ent 
-Y:a:r:iat:io.n +29 +139 +29 +4.4 +34 +67 +101 +90 +153 
:from 
1-'36 




tions prior to ea.ch individual shock loading experiment 3 
was an extremely useful one without which the responses 
could not have been analyzed. The data shown in Table XV 
also demonstrate that when dealing·with the·steady.state·one 
cannot expect such an.important "system constant" as sludge 
·yield to be a precise constant, and that it is extremely 
. important to consider the range of variation in the so-
called system constants in designing waste water treatment 
plants. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Hydraul:ic Snock toads 
~. Under constant concentration conditions an increase· 
in flow rate resulting in dilution rates greater tban 0.25 
hou:r:'"" 1 (detention times less tban four houx.,s) gives a dele ... 
ter:tous transient state response as indicated by a decrease 
in biological solids and increase in @ffluent coo. On the 
othe:r hand, 1;uJ,der constant organ:ic loa<;Un.g conditio:n1;1, a 
decrease in flow rate resulting in dilution rates lower than 
0,062 hour~l (detention times greater than sixteen hours) 
causes a severe transient state respom,e. Thus .a steady 
state.system operat:ing at a dilution rate of 0.125 hour~l 
(eight""hour detention time) can accommodate no greater 'than 
.a 100 per cent increase in flow rate und~r con~tant concen~ 
trat:Lon condition~ or a 50 per cent decreas~ in flow ~ate 
under constant load in; condi tionli if a .. !i~vere trans:Lent 
state response is to be avoided, Decrease in flow rate 
under constant concen~ration conditions and increase in 
flow rate under constan:t loading conditions do not result 
in a response as severe as ~een durins the opposite con-
ditions of shock loading. 
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2. Based on steady state values before and after shock 
loading, it was seen that shock loading under constant con-
centration conditions causes significant reduction in COD 
removal efficiency at dilution rates in excess of approx-
imately 0.25 hour-l (less than four-hour detention time). 
However, under constant loading conditions the changes .in 
COD removal efficiency are less significant at increased 
flow rates, compared.to the constant concentration condi-
tions. 
3. Hydraulic shock loading under constant organic load-
ing conditi0ns causes significant changes in steady state 
yield of cells compared to that under constant concentration 
conditionso In both cases the yield decreased at decreased 
dilution rates, and increased at increased dilution rates, 
but the change was greater under constant organic loading 
conditions. 
4. Under constant concentration conditions generally an 
increase in flow rate results in a lower protein content, 
and greater carbohydrate content of cells compared to the 
respective values before the shock. A reverse situation 
exists for conditions causing a decrease in flow rate. How-
ever, under constant loading conditions any change in flow 
rate causes an increase in carbohydrate content and decrease 
in protein content, compared to the values before shock 
loading. 
B. pH Shock Loads 
5 0 Alkaline shock loads up to pH 7. 95 do not cause any 
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severe disruption of purification efficiency in a system 
operating at neutral pH before the shock. 
6. Acid shock loads·resulting in reactor·pH values of 
3.5 or less cause a severe transient state response as shown 
by high COD values and low biological soli~s concentrations. 
Changes in pH resulting in post-shock reactor pH values from 
neutrality td 5.75 do not cause a serious disruption of pur-
ification efficiency. However, the biological solids level 
drops considerably during the transient state. 
7. In all cases of acid shocks in the range .of pH from 
neutrality to 3.0, the purification efficiency is ·restored 
after ·a period of acclimation. 
8. As the reactor pH drops from neutra1i ty to the acid 
range, the predominating microbial species change from 
bacteria to filamentous types. 
9. In all cases the cell yield in the new steady-state., 
after a shock load in the ·acid range of pH was increased; 
protein content was decreased, and carbohydrate content was 
increased. 
10. Maintenance of a higher level of biological solids 
by recycle improved the effluent quality during the tran-
sient state. 
11. Even.though acclimated systems operated success-
fu)..ly in the acid range of pH values up to 3.0, the settling 
....... ,.;il' 
properties of th~ sludge were severely affected, as evi-
denced in experiments in which cell recycle was practised. 
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C. Temperature Shock Loads 
12. A system operating at a detention time of eight 
hours·and reactor temperature of 25°C can handle temperature 
shock loads in the range of 17.5°C to 36°C without excessive 
COD leakage during the transient state, provi1ed the maximum 
rate of change of temperature was not faster than 1.2°C/hour 
in the case of a drop in temperaturej and 0.6°C/bour in the 
case of a rise in temperature. Under the same conditions a 
.system at four-hour detention time can accommodate only shock 
loads in the range 25-36°C. However~ even in this case 
there is considerable decrease in reactor solids level. 
13. When the temperature change is not faster than 
2°C/hour, systems operating at detention. periods of eight 
and four hours can recover purification efficiency when 
shock loaded to a "temperature of 47°C. Howeve:r' » du.rin.g ·the 
trans:l.en:t state the:r.·e jJs con.side:rable COD leakage from the 
reactor. 
14. Large quantities of acetic acid were released as a 
metabolic intermediate or end product in the·system oper-
a.ting at an eight·-hou:r. detention time after· acclimation was 
developed du.ring ·a temperature shock load from 25 to 57.5°C. 
The acetic acid was utilized when the system reached the 
new steady state after the shock. 
15. After attainment of the final steady state the cell 
yield and yield of protein and carbohydrate are generally 
higher at lower temperature.~ and lower at higher temperature 
than in the steady state before the shock. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Based on the results of this investigation, the follow-
ing suggestions are offered for future work: 
l. The response to various combinations of hydraulic 
and quantitative shock loads may be investigated; e.g., for 
a given change in flow rate, what change in influent organic 
concentration may be permitted (or vice versa) to obtain a 
de~ired purification efficiency, 
2. using ·automatic pH control devices 1 steady state 
· systems may be deve:loped at var•ious reactor pH values, e.g., 
I 
4, 5, 6, 8 1 9, 10, etc.~ and shock loaded to pH values above 
or below that before the shock» and the response patterns 
may be investigated. 
3, The effect of various combinations of hydraulic and 
pH shock loads on a steady state system may be worth exper-
imerrtation. 
4. The effect of the·rate of change of temperature and 
sludge recycle on temperature shock loads may be studied. 
5. The effect of alternating shock loads of cold and 
hot temperature may be interesting to investigate in basic 
studies on microbial predominance. 
6. The current studies were designed to give an insight 
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into the general response ·and m:agni tude of hydraulic, .pH 
.and temperature shock· loads which can be· accommodated by· a 
completely mixed continuous flow-system. Because of the 
desirability of, and the need for, obtaining the most gen-
eral pattern of response-for these types of shock loadings, 
each experiment in the current investigation. was·started 
from ,a new heterogeneous seed. It would be of interest, 
however, to return the system to the previous condition 
after the shock, .to determine whether the population which 
had been subjected to the various selective pressures 
imposed by the shock could return to the original steady 
state. 
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